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As the result of pxperiments. 'Vm. T,yman lTnderwood. of
the l\fassachns<>tts Institute of Technology, has fonnd that
gold fish are efficipnt destroyers of mosouito larvae. Besides
bping ornamental. tllese fish can be made ver:" uspful. Thpy
will t11rivp in natnral northern waters. and if introduced into
many small bodies of water where mosquitoes are likely to
breed, will prove a remedy for mosquitoes, pl;eferable to kero-
~ene.
NEW YORK SUGAR M:ARKET.-The raw market is firm, and
indications are favorable that rates now existing will prevail
for the immediate future. The market was firm at 3;\- cents
for 96 degrees centrifugals. Offerings from .Java have at-
tracted little attention so far. but there is every probability
that purchases in India will be increased materially in view
of the fact that the German and Austrian granulated. that
formerly went to India in large quantities. must now be re-
placed by sugars not subject to the Indian eountel'Yailing
duties.
NEW YOHK SUGAR l\IAltKET.-An extremely active demand
for refined stimuiated the interest of our refiners in raw su-
gars, and led to considerable transactions at 3~c. for 96° Cen-
trifugals, 3c. fo1' 89° M:uscovados, and 2~c. for 89° Molasses
sugars. These prices show an advance for the week of 1-16c.
on Centrifugals and Molasses sugars, and {-c.· on Muscovados.•
Sellers are asking a further advance, but buyers are showing
no disposition to pay it, and, having supplied their immediate
wants, are pursuing a waiting policy, which, however, cannot
long be maintained as their melting requirements are very
great and must be increased in order to meet the greater can
for refined during the hot months.
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ABOUT THE VOJ,(jANo.-There is no good reason for any
alarm regarding the volcano 01' its eruptions. Kilauea is a
harmless volcano, being constantly open, and prepared for any
discharges of lava that may flow out or around its ever onen
and sunken pit. The Volcano House is probably as safe a
spot as any place on Hawaii. I,ittle oiltbursts of molten lava
occur now and tlH~n, down in the large crater. but such out-
bursts are perf<>ctly llarml<>ss to those who visit the volcano.
EYen the lava streams that now and tllen bl11'st ont near the
summit of :l\launa Loa. flow over nortion of tlIP great moun-
tain wheJ'(> tlwre arc no lwbitations. and ConSP\llH?ntly no
damage is don<>. ,Vhat the distant futur<> may bring forth.
when the <>nd of tIl<' world apTlroaches. is not wort11 while
both<>ring abont. bnt for th<> pres<>nt generation at least. no
one need be alarmed.
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HAS 1'HTS EVER BEEN SURP.-lSRRIJ?
FRur.r P ACKING.-One of the first conditions for success in
the packing of tropical fruit is that each fruit 01' bunch of
fruits should be separated from the rest by some suitable
packing material. Thus oranges are wrapped separately in
paper. Under these conditions decay is prevented from
spr~ading from one or two rotten oranges through the whole
package. The decay of fruit is largely brought about by
fungi.
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Ewa plan1:ltion on Oahu, tw<,ln' mill'S fl'o1l\ Honolulu, re-
ports "'hat iK ]H'lil'Vl'd to be the gl'patPf.;t yil'hl of sugar pel'
:l<'l'e on 1'1'('OI'd for a portion of tIll' crop.
'rhe produd of ·14~.4 a('I'<'s was 2,22R tons and R7ri pounds,
ground in Jm\(', 1!l02. 'l'he amount of ('anc pel' a(,l'e was
1l2.:~~ tons. The amount of sugar pel' a('rc was 12.2 tons.
'l'hc average polal'i7.ation of sugar was !l7.02.
.\ny pl'l'son who has ridd<;n through the fields and obs<,rvl'c1
ill<' l'X1T:1O)'(linaJ',Y growth of (':me and noted also the spll'lHlid
\VOI'I. in Hll' mill. ('aJllJot fail to concede to Ewa the palm
,vhidl shl' jm.;t!y holds, .'rlds plantation is undp!'laid with a
deposit of broken coral limestone, whieh, as it beeomes Jlul-
verized by implements,-hoes, plows, harrows, ('art-wheels and
watcr, senes as a natUI'al fertilizcr, increasing the produc-
tive strength from year to year, as it becomes pulverized and
SUGAR-CANE CROP IN EUIwPE.-It is not generally known
that the sugar-cane is still cultivated in Europe, especially iu
Southern Spain. According to a reccnt Consular Report:
"Sugar-cane is grown all along the Coast of Malaga and the
annual yield of sugar is about 30,000 tons, There are seven-
teen sugar faetories in the provinccs of Malaga and Granada,
employing many thousand hands. Grinding generally begins
about tl}e middle of March. This year, it Illay COIIlIllence
earlier."
NEW VAIlmTIES OI~ BANANAs.-For some years cfforts have
been made by 1he Royal Gardens at Kew to obtain all the
bpst varieties of bananas found in the far East, for the pur-
pose of iniTodueing them into cultivation in the 'Vest Indil's.
A l'olledion eomprising twenty-three varieties was receiveil
by the Imperial Department of Agriculture in lS!)S andgrowll
at Dominica and St. Vincent. Suckers from these have since
been distributed to Jamaica, St. IJucia and Grenada, By:t
recent mail a se('ond coIle('tion of bananas (in this instanee
obtained fl'om the Straits Settlements) has been reccivl'/1 from
Kew.-Bal'. Ag. News.
July, 1902.]
mixed with the surface soil.. At the commencement of this
plantation, some predieted its failme on account of this lime-
stone; but the result has proved just the opposite, and it is
barely possible that the yield of sugar may still go on increas-
ing as the limestone becomes more pulverized and better
mixed with the smface soil from year to year. At present, it
looks as if Ewa contains the natural elements best suited for
the production of sugar, and it certainly presents a very in-
teresting subject for scientific investigation. Meanwhile the
plantation keeps steadily increasing its annual output from
year to year-though the same remark may apply equally
well to other plantations throughout these islands, where
skill and intensive cultivation are meeting with returns not
surpassed in any other country.
___-:0::----
IlI1PROVING SUGiLR CANES IN 'j'HE PHILIPPINES..
1900-190].
Tons.
1,070,000
1,900,000
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18f1f1-1f100.
Tons.
1,Oflfl,000
1,791,000
18f18-9f1.
Tons.
............. 1,042,000
. 1,720,000
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Country.
Beet sugar:
Austria ...
Germany.
The chief of the Forestry Bureau of the philippines, Cap-
tain Ahern, has undertaken the improvement of the sugar
canes noW growing there. He has brought a number of the
leading varieties from Hawaii and hopes to bring about in
Manila some impJ'ovpment in the yield of cane from the lands
and of sugar from tlle cane, approaching in degree the splen-
did results already reached in Hawaii. As the descendants
of New England missionaries, with their natmal ability, cap-
ital and experience, have been the chief factors in producin~
the splendid results accomplished in Hawaii, we are not sur-
prised at them. It is quite another matter when we come
to deal with the Spanish Filipino, and it will be many yeal's
before he reaches Hawaii's record. Our Dutch confreres in
.Java, .with their sturdy persistence and great intelligenc~,
have accomplished wonders and are now giving the world its
chief supply of cane sugar.-I.Ja. Planter.
____:0:----
BEET AND CAN1'1 SUGAnS IN EunoPE.-The central committee
of the sugar industry has recently made public its estimate
of the crops in Emope for lf101. There was a 5 pel' cent in-
crease in the acreage planted in beets in Austria-Hungary
last year, making a total of 80:3.000 acres sown during 18!)fI-
1f100. The crop amounted to 8,400,000 metric tons, 01' 800,000
metric tons more than in preceding years.
A resume of the output of beet cane sugars in European
countries may be made as followS.
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Grand Total 7,452,000 7,821,000 8,657,000
Total 4,798,000 5,379,000 5,750,000
Cane sugar . . . . 2,654,000 2,442,000 2,907,000
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1899-1900. 1900-1901.
Tons. Tons.
919,000 1,070,000
898,000 900,000
270,000 320,000
170,000 170,000
41,000 50,000
81,000 110,000
110,000 160,000
1898-99.
Tons.
782,000
755,000
209,000
150,000
40,000
60,000
40,000
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These figures show an increase of 371,000 tons of beet sugar
and 465,000 tons of cane sugar over previous years.
The market price of sugars is almost a fixed quantity, the
fluctuations being exceedingly slight; and, as long as the
sources of supply can be approximately estimated, the price
of this staple article can be assured.-U. S. Consular Rep.
NEW LADY BIRDs.-In a cage constructed of mosquito net-
ting in the grounds of the Department of Agriculture, Profes-
sor C. L. Marlatt is fostering a colony of "Chilocorus similis"
lady birds. Some months ago Mr. Marlatt went to the Orient
in sem'ch of the natural enemy of the San Jose scale which
has played such havoc with the peach orcllards of this coun-
try and tIlere found that the above named insect preyed upon
tIle scale with extraordinary ferocity, keeping the plague un-
der control. He found the Cllilocorus in Cllina between Pekin
and the Great \Vall. He immediately shipped a large numb·:r
of tIle "ladys" to tllis country, but only two survived the trip.
Under the tender nursing of Ml'. l\la l'latt, wllo has spent his
entire time since returning captming scales for their food
and keeping up tIle fires, they have produced a. danty little
family of ninety-nine members and some of their offspring
are already preparing to start establishments of their own,
despite the discouragement which the beef trust is otIeringto
those contemplating matrimony. .As soon as a census of the
colony reveals a population of a few thousand the. Professor
will turn it loose upon an emaeiah'd and almost defund
peach grove which is suffering from the ravage's of the seale
and he thinks at least some of the trees will be san~d. In
time it will be policy of the Department to distribute tIle
"ladies" among orcllardists.-Sonoma Cal. Farmer.
July, 1902.]
Country.
Beet Sugar:
France .
Russia .
Belgium .
Holland .
Denmark .
Sweden .
Roumania, Italy and Spain.
to
The Government of the Dominion of Canada has coneItHl\~d
an agreement with Rignor G. :Mar\~oni for tlw estahlishment·
of the l\1:u'(~oni wireless pl'oeess of transmitJing messages be-
tween Canada and Great Britain. 'rhe agreement in detail is
as follows:(1) l\Iarconi's \Vil'eleRs 'rell'graph Company, Limited,
agrees to ered two wirell'RS tell'graph stntionH-olll' ill En-
'.f •
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THE lIfOTH BORER IN SUGAR OANE.
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'Throughout the ""Vest Indian islands the sugar cane crop
is now being' reaped and the young canes bave attained a
eertain height. 'rhis is the best season for fighting the moth
horer by cutting out dead-hearts and collecting the eggs. 'rhe
work now done, in this way, will produce the greatest I'esult
for the least expenditure of time and effort. In BarbadocH
there appears to he no lack of moth borer this season and it
is to be hoped another year will not be allowed to go by with-
, out a more determined effort being made in all sugar growill>?:
colonies in the \Vest Indies to combat this pest wllPl't~ver
11l'eSent. 'rhe insect and the I'emedies recommended for it
have been fully discussed and full information may be found
in the \Vest Indian Bulletin.
Egg colleeting is the simplest and cheapest remedy, anti
careful WOl'k in this dil'ection would prevent the later occur-
rence of dead-hearts, since it destroys the pest before it can
do harm. In a dl'y season, such as the present, planh~l'H
hesitate to I~Ut out many shoots in the young canes but tllt':'c
need he no hesitation in cutting off the eggs on the leaves.
Having got the eggs they should be spl'ead out in the sun ne'lr
tbe young caneH HO that the parasites (tbose friendR of the
sugar planter) may escape and find their way back to the
canes. At this time of the year there are few parasites in the
eggs. In a hatch of 5011 egg dusters reeently collected on an
estate in Barbados, only one pel' cent showed partisite attacks;
but as the season advances and the parasites have less dif-
ficulty in finding an abundanee of eggs on the young canes,
this proportion will grow much larger.
The planter can do much to encomage the increase of the
parasites, so that by the time the canes are getting too tall
to be searched for eggs the parasites beeome numerous enough
to do very effective work in cbecking such moth borel'S :U,
may still be found in the eanes. 'rllC time for this work is
nel:essarily short, but the opportunity should not be allowed
to pass this year.-Barbados Ag. News.
:0::----
1VIRBLN88 'l'ELEG-RAPHY BE'l'W}I]]iJN CJtNADA kJlW
GREA.T BRI'l'AIN.
gland and the other in Nova Scotia-the object of which,
should the undertaking prove successful, is to carryon com-
munication on a commercial basis between the Dominion and
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and the
continent of Europe.(2) The Canadian Government agrees to contribute to the
company the sum of $80,000, or such lesser sum as may be
required, for the purpose of the erection of a station at a point
in Nova Scotia according to plans and specifications approved
by G. Marconi-and should the cost be greater than $80,000,
then the excess shall be paid by the company-payments to be
made as the work progresses.
(3) The Canadian Government undertakes that all mer,;-
sages received by the company or intended for transmission hy
the company shall be sent over all Government lines of tele-
graph in Canada now in operation, 01' that nUlY be hereafter
constructed or opel'Uted by the Government, at rates not high-
er than those charged to others for commercial messages.
(4) If the company enter into any arrange!llent with com-
panies operating telegraph lines in Canada as respects the
division of rates on through messages, the company will not
grant less favorable terms for all similar arrangements with
the Government land lines.
(5) The company agrees that the rates to be charged for
messages between Canada and the United Kingdom shall not
in any case exceed the rates charged fOl' similar messages
between the United Kingdom and any other portion nf North
America.
(G) In consideration of the encomagement which it is pro-
posed shall be given by the Canadian Government, the com-
pany will undertake, if its operations prove succcssful, as
they fully expect them to, to transmit general messages to
and fro between any station or stations which it may establish
on the Atlantic coast of Canada for that purpose and any cor-
responding station on the coast of the United Kingdom at
rates which should be fully GO per cent less than the ratl~s
now charged for cablegrams between Canada and Great Bri-
tain; that is to say, that whereas the present rate pCI' word
for sueh genet'lll messages is 25 cents, the company will un-
dertake to e1wrge not more than 10 cents pel' word f01' such
messages; the company furthcr to agrce that the Government
messages for the press shall be transmitted at a rate not ex-
ceeding 5 cents pel' word.
(7) The company will, as far as possible, use Canadian
machinery, material, and labor in the construetion of the
station in Nova Scotia.(8) If the GOYf'rnment dN;ire to UHf' the Mar(~oni system for
communication with any of the light-housps or life-saving
July, 1902.] THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY. 311
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stations on the coast, or between the mainland and any island
within the jurisdietion of Canada, or with any ships passing
to and fro, or in any way to assist in its operations for the
protection of life and property on the seacoast or inland Wfl-
tel'S of Canada, or for the improvement or assistance of navi-
gation, the Government shall be free to erect all such stations
as it may requi!'e for such pmpose and the company shall be
bound to fUl'l1ish all machinery and apIHu'atus required for
such stations at fail' and rpasonable priees, free from an~'
charg(~ for patent rights or royalties thprpon, it being under-
stood that the assistance lwreby proYillell by the GoYel'luuent
shall cove)' anll inelude all ehm'gps for sn<'ll patpnt l'ights or
royalties.
(n) Sneh sbltions when established by the Government
shall receive all messages sent by ships equipped with tlw
.i\l:n'eoni system atHI deliver thpm to the conneding land linps
withont any charge, and the tolls for all snch messages shall
be collected by the agents of the compan,)' on board the ships
from whieh they are sent anll shall belong to the company.
'fhe (Jovel'nment shall l)(~ entitled to re('.eh'c for its own U8e
all tolls l:olleeted at its stations for mpssagl's transmitted to
ships passing to and fro.
(10) Sections 8 and!) shall be ~mbjeet to the following con-
ditions: That whereas l'crtain arrangenwnts haVl~ been made
bdwepn the eompany aIHI the corporation of Lloyds, in Lon-
don, respeet:ing transmission of messages from ships to sta-
tions on lanu, and whereas questions may arise respeeting
the right of the company to gl'ant the privj)pges of sueh ::;aiu
seetions to the Goyernment without the consent of Lloyd:>,
the company unuertakes that, if necessary, it will use all rea-
sonable dIorts to bring about a fl'ienilly mill satisfactory ar-
rangPllwnt between the Goyernment and tlw eorporation to
the pnd that the privileges provideu in sa ill sedions 8 and H
may he enjoyeu by the Government; and if it hl~ found that in
l'Ol.sequPIH'e of snch agreement between the company and
Hl(' COl'pol'ation the privileges Ill'o\'ided in seetiom; 8 and 9
ean not he g)':mtpd to the Government, then the seetions shall
lw void, awl in that ease the sum to he contribnted by the
Gon~rnll\pnt to the eompany toward the (~onstrnetion of its
trans-Atlantie station in ~ova Scotia shall he reduced from
$SO,OOO to $iiO,OOO.
Any light-house or station maintaiJIPd hy the (1overnlllent
of Canada on tIl<' eoast of Ncw1'ollll<lIan(I shall 1)(' dpCIllPd, for
the PIll'POS(~ of thiH ap;rccnIPnt, to lw a part: of Canada, and
:Ill pl'ivilep;ps whil'h the eOlllp:lny is hound to grant to thL
(Jovprnlllcnt: in (~aIl:Hla shall extp)l<l to sndl light-honses anu
stations, in so far as the company has the powel' to grant
them at such placcs.
312
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From this, you (',Ill at (lnce see that sugar-cane extracts
from the soil about five times as much nitrogen, three times
as much phOS}lhori(~ acid, and six times as much potash as do
potatoes.-Queensland Ag. Jour.
----:0:----
7'HliJ PROnUCTIYJiJNESS Olt' HfllVAII.
'rhe U. S. Census Bulletin of 1\[ay If) reviews agriculture in
Hawaii and inddentally gives some interesting data concern-
ing the sugar industry there. In the whole territory there
were H5,fi87 acres of land planted in sugar cane in 18n!) and
from this land tlwre was produced 2,23!l,376 tons of sugar
cane or a shade over :~4 tons per acre. The land in sugar cane
iH three-fourths of the area of cultivated land and the sugar
caneproduc('d reach('s in value four-fifths of all crops.
Sugar and molass('s w('re made by the operators of 42 plan-
tations, 30 of whom consullwd only their own c;uw, while i2
bought outside cane also. Four large sugar houses in l'roc('ss
of construction have since incre<H~ed thes(' ('stablishments to
31.3
Lime.
71
16
11
14
10
2
25
Potash.
298
36
54
66
68
48
40
Phosphoric Acid.
44
23
23
31
2H
13
19
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DOES SUGAR CANE EXHAUST THE SOIL?
Nitrogen.
Sugar cane , 127
'Wheat. . . . . . . . .. 43
Bm'ley . . . 47
Maize . . . . 61
Rice. . . 41
PotatoPH . . . 2fi
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
Question.-For some years my land (scrub) has produced
good crops of cane, but of late the crops have been almost
too light to pay for cutting and loading. Yet I can get ver}'
good crops of corn or potatoes off the same land. Has the
cane exhausted the soil?
Answer.-'rhere is practically no such thing as an exhaust-
ed soil, but the available plant food near the surface may
have been exhausted. In your scrub soil there is plenty more
of the plant food which sugar cane requires, but it is out of
reach of the roots, and requires to be brought up either by sub-
soiling or by growing nitrogen-producing plants. Again, the
soil cannot be exhausted, as you say you can get good crops of
corn and potatoes from the land. It is the plant food needful
for cane which has been carried off year by year till little is
left. A glance at the following table will at once show you
the reason for the failure of cane crops.
Crops remove from the soil plant food in the following pro-
portion:-
'July, 1902.]
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SUGAR CANE CUL1TVA1'ION IN HAWAII.
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The cultivation of sugar cane and the manufacture of sugar
says a l'enang planter, is without doubt more carefully
studied and carried on in a systematic manner in the Ha-
waiian Islands than in any other part of the world.
The irrigated low lands produce the largest crops, for the
simple reason that by the regularity of the application of
water the growth of the cane is a. sturdy one and never suf-
fers from dry spells. Good crops in the Hawaiian Islands
produce about 12G,000 pounds of calle, or 18,000 pounds of
sugar per acre.
Most of the flourishing plantations previous to the annexa-
tion of the islands by the United States of Amel'ica, which
brought about a considerable rise in the price of labor, pro-
duced sugar for less than $35 gold per ton. Labor at that
time cost about 50 cents pH' day, while at this time it is about
$1 gold, with a tendency to rise.
The analyses of the soil, and the application of proppr
fertilizers, has for the past few years been a matter of great
advancement in the sugar industry.
Soil that would, without fertilizers, produce 4 or 5 tons
of sugar per acre, will, with the application of suitable fer-
tilizers, produce about double the outturn.
No expense or trouble is spared in having the soil analyzed
by experts, to find out what particular fertilizer would he
most suitable, and what SOlt of cane would be likely to thrive
best.
Seed is freely exchanged between the planters on the dif-
ferent islands. The theory of fertilizing is, that it is neces-
sary to put back into the soil just what the cane takes out
of it, and in that way always keeping the soil up to par.
46. Two of the sugar houses raised no cane for their own
account.
The cane from 138 farms was sold to the sugar houses, pro-
ducing an average of 1,250 tons of cane pel' farm, while the
4G plantations with sugar houses produced an average of
44.4:n tons, short tons, of sugar cane each.
'fhe element of fertilization stands out prominently. 'fo
produce 2,239,37(; tons of sugar cane there was expended for
fertilizers $1,826,407-or about (;0 cents pel' ton of cane pro-
duced and on the avemge of 34 tons production per acre Ha-
waii fertilizes her cane lands at a cost of about $20 per acre.
'Ve believe that such intense cane culture as this has nevl~r
been attempted in Louisiana. The cost of raising sugar cane
and delivering it to the factory is placed at $4.30 pel' ton.-
La. Suo Planter.
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MAOHINES '1.'0 HARFES'l' SUGAR OANK
The highest return per acre on the island before I left, was
120 tons of cane 01' about 14 tons of sugar. This I am afraid
will hm'dly be credited by planters here. I have worked on
some plantations, sections of which gave 10 and 12 tons per
aCI'e, which I am told is far ahead of any outtUl'll here, only I
see no reason why the same results could not be had in these
parts. From what I have gathered, the climate and soil are
equally good, all that is wanted is propel' cultivation and a
good sort of cane.
I am simply writing from hearsay, as I have seen no plan-
tations here, and beg to apologize if any of my statements
are incorrect as reg'ards the outtUl'n in the Straits Settle-
ments.
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Thel'e are few industrial contrivances in the economization
of IUDor that have persistently battled the brains of iIiventors
without ultimate success; but the case to which they confess
defeat all along the line is the invention of a machine to cut
cane. Every cane growing latitude OIl earth has held out
tempting pecuniary inducements to the whole mechanical
world now, and for years to meet the case. It has attracted
the Dest mechanical skill of every countI'y, not so much for
the award as the enormous royalty a successful patent would
meau to the authOl', as that the successful invention of snch
a machine would connuei'cially place cane sugar beyond all
rivalry, cause the univel'sal introduction of mech:lllical means
to canyon the entire work of cultivation, the suspension of
the huge traffic in Asiatic labor, and a correspondingly im-
mense saving in the cost of production, and the final over-
throw of beet as a dangerous rival. But it would appear
that viewed from either a practical or economic point of view
to be impossible. So far as economy is concerned nothing
has been attempted yet by which a saving is effected, whilst
the practical conditions are admitted to be insurmountable.
'1'he idea that mere mechanical actions must of necessity mean
economy, has already broken the anticipations of many lead-
ing inventors and will continue to do so while they are ignor-
ant of the true rudiments, 01' the natural, practical and finan-
cial conditions of the work they attempt to economize. One
would imagine that the fhst effort to make is, how to grow
cane, before attempting to invent machines to cut it, but these
attempts are only confined to people who understand their
business and like the growers, have infallible belief in their
own large capacity and oceans of confidence in Pl'oddencc.
Expel'i: mechanicians, however, who thoroughly understand
what, how and lllUHt be done in cutting cane, and what the
July, 1902.]
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Under the striking title of "'rhe American dangel'," the
Hamburger Fremdenblatt of December 8 presents on its front
page an editorial al'ticle, based upon the annual report of the
·Secretary of the United States 'rreasury, which is herewith
transhi.ted as follows:
'rhe statement in the anllual I'eport of the finance minister
of the United States that the national revenues have increaseu
by $58,500,000 and the expenditures decreased by $117,000,000
merits serious attention. The United States had only a few
years ago to struggle with not incOl.lsidel'able annual deficits
in the national revenues; it has regularly sent abroad-prin-
cipally to England and Gel'numy-<t large part of the intere'3t
on national bonds and a considerable share of railway and in-
dustrial securities, alH~ has had to make for more than ten
years past a yearly appropriation for the pensioners of the
war of the l'ebeIlion larger than the cost of the Gel'man army
and navy. 'rhe Union has had to meet more recently the
heavy cost of the war with Spain, and its industries have to
reckon with considerably higher wages and higher rates of
interest than the European countries. In spite of all this, the
national budget of the United States shows the favorable
balance which is announced in the annual report of the 'rreas-
ury. 'rhe reasons for this are made plain by the report itself,
from which may be learned much more that is timely and
valuable.
\Ve see, for example, from the table of exports and imports
that the United States exported during the last (fiscal) year
goods valued at $l,:I!l.j,,'l~:3,(iH~, of which more than $1,:170,-
000,000 was of domestic origin. In these gigantic figures-
one must compare them with the export statistics of Euro-
pean countries to realize their full significance-the item ·Jf
manufactured goods amounted to :n.54 pel' cent; that i~,
varied conditions ranging from a few tons to a large tonnage
means, recognize not only difticulties, but absolutely insur-
mountable obstacles, that compel the conviction and couple
the idea of perpetual motion to be as likely accomplished as
the invention of a machine that can cut cane. In that case
the usual position must be reversed and a special variety of
cane grown for the machine. 1'here are certain varieties that
grow perfectly straight, attain a. fairly uniform height, yield
a good tonnage, high in sugar content and in this direction
alone lies the successful solution of a cane cutting machine.
It may be taken as certain, however, that the variety of cane
that yields the heaviest crop that must necessarily be cut by
manual labor will score every time.-Sugar Journal.
----:0::----
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nearly a full third of the whole export. To appreciate this
fact, it must be remembered that in the year 1898 only 28
per cent, in 1895 only 2:3 per cent, and in the year 1890 only
17 per cent of the total exports were the products of manufac-
turing industries. These figures mean more than they alone
say. They speak a threatening language; they say clearly
and forcibly that the United States, which ten years ago ex-
ported more than 80 pel' eent of agricultural products and
less than a fifth of manufactured goods, to-day dt'aws nearly
a third-more than 14 pel' cent more-of its entire export
from the produets of its factories. In other words, the Union
is marehing with gigantic strides toward eonversion from an
agrieultural to an industrial nation.
This will be more apparent if we eonsider the export statis-
tii,s of the years lSflfl and lflOO fr0111 another standpoint, \Ye
see that the value of industrial produets exported dudng the
fiscal year 18flfl was $:m!l,5!l2,14G, while that of the fiscal year
1!l()() was $432,284,:{(j(), an im'rease of a round $l()(),()()O,OOO .)1'
27 pel' eent, in a single year. Do not sl1('h an enOl'mous in-
crease and the correspondingly rapid progress in productive
and selling eapaeity eonstitute an imminent danger" for all
competing nations'?
Similarly interesting is also the influence of this develop-
ment of export trade. The Union eame out of the eivil war
during the early sixties with one of the heaviest national
debts reeorded in history. '1'his deht was for the most part
paid far earlier than the world. 0\' even the Ameril'ans. ex-
peeted, and it was paid mainly by the export of agril'ulturul
produds. \\'hen, about twenty years ago, the industries of
the United Rtates began to revive, and undcr the protection
of exorbi-tant dutil'S denloped and strengthened. they suf-
fered in all branehes-often seriously-for want of domestic
('apital. The great transeontinental railways were built part-
ly-in some cases, prineipally-with foreign-prineipall~'
English and German-monpy, and similarly different great
industries were obliged to draw eapital directly or indirectly
from Europe to extend and inerease their fa ('ilities, Tlw
natural result of these eonditions was that Europe held a
large share of the railway and industrial securities, on whi('h
the Union had to pay interest abroad, and, since this interest
was payable in gold. thl'l'l~ was a strong and ('onstant out-
How of the yellow metal, to the injury of the finaneial sitna-
tion at home. From this it rpsu!t:pd that during many yeal'S
the imports from Europe reaehl'd higher figures than the ex-
ports ft'om the United ~tah's. and the resulting ad\"(~rse bal-
:\I1('e had to be paid to Europe-likewise in gold. This was
the eause of the constant seardly of money, especially gold,
which during the latcr eighties and the carly nineties, in
July, 1902.]
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connection with the then unstable financial politics of the
Government, repeatedly brought the gold reserve below the
legal limit for the protection of the currency and nec(~ssitated
at that time a new loan and new gold imports and an increase
of interest to be paid to Europe. Things went so far that the
United States became financially wholly dependent upon
Europe, and the rate of interest was practically dictated from
London.
From the beginning of the past decade, a series of different
factors caused a decided change in this situation. Several
unusually good harvests succeeded each other, and two ')f
these, coming in conjunction with bad crops in Russia, chang-
ed the balance of trade in favor of the United States and
hrought a corresponding flow of money to America. instead of
from that country to Europe. Numerous industries, among
which were many gigantic undertakings. were in part newly
estahlished, partly enlarged, through the assistance of the
protective tariff on their produets. These found, in conse·
quenee of the rieh harvests and the active huilding of rajl·
ways and new indusiTies. an eager market at home and an
inf're:uwd demand ahroad. These indnstries were IH'omoted
not onlv hv sl1<'h favorahle conditions, but still more throngh
1'radi(';11 l;l\(l highly imlll'oved proeesses and the use of lahol"
saving machinery; as a resnlt of wllich they werc soon able ~o
emancipate thcmselves wholl~" from foreign capital and
throngh thp strengthening of domestic financial conditions
to rf'duce the rate of interest to a normal fignre. As soon '1.1'
tIw Ampricari indnstries thns got upon their own footing Hll(]
werp in a nosition to· snnport the railroads, whi('h wpre
strpngtlH'ned by inc'reased freights and the gigantic harvests.
and wprp thns hronght into a greatly improv('d finaucia I cou-
ilition. tlwv likewise nndertook the task of freeing themselves
froJII· fOl'pign capital-in othpr words. of rpclaiming the in·
dushial sp('uritips whi('11 were in Elll'o1'pan hands; and thpn.
sustaillpd hy nIP lll'otpdive tariff against fOl'pign (~omppiition.
thp~' hp!!all to dominatp fOl'pign markpts-first. thosp of ('pn·
iTal and Ronth AnH')'ica. Asia. and Africa. and final1\' tho~p
of EIlI'OjH'. 'I'hp changp ill the condition of thp TTnitpd Rtate·s
('all 1)(,8t he ('haraderiiwd h,v the statpnH'nt that thp indn,,'
lTies. lTade. agri('nltnrp. milroads. and fillancps of tl\(· Hnic.1I
1':1<'11 and a 11 l'Iimlwd. one npon another. throngh a])(1 hv pa('ll
other. steadily n1'ward. And to what a height ha v;, they
('limlwd!
'I'hp Fllitpd Rtatps. ill tI\(, ypar 1SHn, lIIi)wd 3.4:n.~10 OllJH'I'S
of gold. vahwd at $71,Or;:~,40(). and silvp)' with a hullion valup
of $:~3.SGR.7()n a I\(] a ('oina l!:P vaIne of $70.Snn,(;~(L 'I'ha t ra i8pd
j hI' sjlpcip sn1'1'ly of thp U II ion to $1.n:H.4:1!l.~(j4 iII gold aIll]
$(j.17,371.GaO in silvpr, Rinee the total gold and sil'"er coinagp
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of the world during the calendar year 1899 was $466,110,614
in gold and $166,226,964 in silver, and the total money supply
of the world on the 1st of January, 1900, was $8,659,900,000 in
coin and $2,960,100,000 in paper currency, the United Rtah~s
finds itself in possession of one-fifth of the entire gold and
silver money of the civilized world.
If we now turn to an investigation of all the elements which
have produced this tremendous, this almost incredible, revolu-
tion in the world's situation, it is impossible within om pres-
ent limits to consider all the factors which are of importance
to German interests as well as essential to a comprehensive
conclusion. Competent experts, well informed as to the in-
dustrial and export conditions which prevail in the United
States, have established the following facts:
The steel manufactories of the United States, whieh two
decades ago were in tllPir infaney, today control the markets
of the world, dictate either direetly 01' indirectly the priees
of iron and steel in all countries, and-partly through the
riclmess of their supply of iron ores and eoal, nal'tly by the·
use of labor-saving machinery and sldllful. effedive means
of transportation-l1ave attained a position to not only com-
pete with the older iron-and-steel-produeing eountrips, but
even to profitably export their produc(~ to England. Ameri-
. ean tools, especially hatehets. axes, files. saws, boring implp-
ments, etc., enjoy by rpason of their excellent 'Cluality the best
reputation, and, in spite of their higher price, stand above
eompetition in nearly the whole world. * * *
Ineidentally, it may be remarked that the typewriting ma-
chine with whicll this article is written, as well as the thou-
sands-nay, hundreds of thousands-of others that arp in
use thl'OUfdlOut tIl(' world. were made in Amprica; that it
stands on an Amprican table, in an office fnrnished with
American desks, bookcases, and ('hairs, Wllicll can not be
made in Europe of eoual C1ualit:v, so practieal and convpuient,
for a similar price. The list of sl1('h articlf'S, apparently un-
important in thf'mselves. but in their aggregatf' nmnlwr and
valup of tIl(' higllCst significance, could be extendpd indefinitpo
ly. Rut it would spem more interesting and charaderistic to
Hte the fact that an Amprican syndicate is now plannin:.!:.
and lws even takpn the initial stf'PS in a scheme, to take in
hand the whole sleeping-cal' service of EUrOlll', to improve
it and make it eheaper than is now possible. Moreover, Amp\'-
kan manufacturers of undcr('lothing, gloves, and mpn's ('loth-
ing, as well as women's ('10:1k8-all al'lielps which a few ye:u's
ago wprc exported in vast quantitieR from Europe to tlw
United Rtates-are already beginning to caleulate how they
can place their surplus output in European markets.
But enough of examples. Everyone who understands the
..
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[We have received the following notire from the U. S.
Department of Agrieulture with the request to publish the
same.]
BIPORTATIOK OF REl'TILES INTO HA".AII.
U. S. DgPAIt'l'~lI'J:\'r 0\0' Amucm:I'llHE,
Ol"l~J('J'} 0\0' 'l'ng SgcItWrAItY,
'Yashin~ton,n. C.. May 33. 1!)03.
Fndel' the proY!sJOns of sedion 1 of the ad of Con~l'('SS
approved May 25, l!lOO, entitled "An ad to pnlarp;p thp powel's
of tIl(' DepartlllPnt of Agrirulture, prohibit· the transporta-
tion by intprstatp eomnH'ree of ~ame kil1Pfl. in violation of
loeal laws, and for other purposes," the Seeretary of A~ricul­
ture is authorized to regulate the introduction of birds and
animals in localities where the~r have not heretofore existPd,
and to lIwke and publish all needful rules and rpp;ulations
for cHl'l'~'in~ out the purposes of the aet.
In a('(~ordance with the authority thus ('onfel'l'Pd, and for
thp purpose of pl'eYentin~ the introdndion of noxious rppt ill'S
into tIw 'rPI'l'itorv of Hawaii, the order isslwd llIHh'1' da1t' of
Spptpmber la, l!)llO, extending the list of foreign animals and
birdR whkh may be imported without permits (f'irrulal' No,
:W, Biologiral Survey) is hereby amended, so that on and
after July 1, 1V02, and until further notice, permits will be
existing conditions and has followed these condusions, drawn
from the best sources and based upon thorough lmowledp;e of
the facts, will agree that the threatened danger from AmerielL
is neither exaggerated nor painted too darkly, but is, in fact,
real and serious. But the mere recognition of the peril availsnothin~; what is demanded is to faee it, to overcome it, 01'
at least to minimize as far as possible its etfects. 'Ve must
ask ourselves whether this is still possible, and, if so, what
are the means, the methods, that must be employed to secure
a. suceessful result. There is but one answer to this quefJ-
tion. 'Ve must fight Amel'ieanism with its own methods; the
battle must be foup;llt with their weapons, and wherever pos-
sible their weapons must be bettered and improved by us.
Or, to speak with other and lllOl'e practieal words, Germany
_Europe-must adopt improved and progressive methods ill
every department of industry; must use more, and more etfel'-
tive, maehinery. Manufacturers as well as merehants must go
to America, send their assistants and workin~men,not merely
to superfieially observe the methods there (>mployed, but to
study them thorou~hly, to adopt them, and wherever possibll'
to improve upon them, just as the Amerieans have done and
are still doing in Europe.
320
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In a report :\Vhil'll he presented to the United States' Com-
mittee of 'Vays and Means on the proposed abrogation or
reduetion of the duty. on the sugar imported from the island
of Cuba, Dr. H. 'V. 'Viley. chief of the Blll'eau of Chemistrv
of the U. S. Department' of Agrieultlll'e, gives the following
interesting information about Kartels:-
Another diffieultY which the producers of r'aw sugar for
legitimate markets have to contend with is the so-ealled "Kar~
tel." lately formed in Germany and Austria for the plll'pose of
('ontrolling the output of refined sugars in th()se eountries
by fixing a minimum price which raw sugar sold for refining
for home eonsumption should receive. This combination is
perhaps best described as what we know as a trust, and we
are informed that it has among its members 95 per cent. flf
all the raw sugar producers of those two great countries.
The basis of this eombination is the prohibitive customs tariff;
which is laid upon sugars entering both Austria and Germany.
For sugar imported from foreign countries to Germany this
prohibitive tariff amounts in roimd numbers to almost $100
per ton. which is almost 5 cents per pound.
In addition to this an excise duty is collected on sugar fOi"
llOme ~onsnmption, amounting to about one-half this sum or
21 cents perponnd. Now it is this difference between the ex-
cise tariff and tariff on importation, which makes it possible
for the sugar refiners of these countries to artificially' raise
the prices on sugar to home consumers. It is evident that
this difference. amounting to 21 cents per pound, can be com-
pletely controlled by a combination which practically includi's
required for the entry of reptiles at all ports of the Hawai-
ian Islands. Such permits will be issued by the special hi-
spector of this Depai'tment in Honolulu in the same form
and subject to the same regulations as those noW issued for
"" mammals and birds. But no permits will be issued for the
entry of poisonous snakes of any kind. All applications for
permits to import reptiles into Hawaii should be addressed
to the Special Inspector of Foreign Animals and Birds,
Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Under the regulations preseribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, under date of June 2H, l!JOO (Circular No. 101, Di\-i·
sions of Customs), persons who have not already secured per-
mits will be allowed a reasonable time in which to secure
them after the arrival of the shipment at the port of entry.
In case the application for entry is not granted, or the re-
quired permit is not obtained in due time, the reptiles will be
immediately exported or destroyed at the expense of the own·
er or agent.
'·:1·.
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all the sugar producers and sugar refiners. Under the "Kar-
tel" the refiners guarantee to the makers of raw sugar a priee
of 12.75 marks per 50 kilograms for home consumption. Since
a mark is almost exactly 24 cents and 50 kilograms almoHt
exactly 110 pounds, it is not difficult to produce this price in
pounds, viz: 2.780c. pel' pound. Now, the difference between
this price, and that which is paid at Magdebl1l'g, as the regu-
lar market price for export, is a most remarkable one.
From the "Centralblatt fur die Zuckerindustrie," publislwd
at Magdeburg, on the nth day of January, 1902, I take the
following quotation of the market price of sugars for export
at that city on the 9th of .January. This price on the nth of
January at Magdeburg was 6.400 marks, while the price guar-
anteed to the home consumer was 12.75. '1'he difference be-
tween this price for export and the price guaranteed the sell,'r
of the same suga~ for refining for home consumption would
renresent the sum of all the bounties paid on sugar. This
difference is 6.~5 marks. The direct bounty on whieh we
countervail is 1.25 marks. To get the amount of indire··t
bounty which comes from the operation of tIll' "Kadel" WI>
simplv subtract the dil'ed bounty on which WI> f'ountprvail:
namelY, 1.25 from the total bounty, namel\'. 6.3t1, l"lnd we !!pi-
as a r~sult 5.10 marks as the indi~'eet bon~tv ref't'iwf1 hv 110
nonnds of su!!"al' for exnort to tIl(' United Rtates. l\fnltiulv
t11is by 24 anel dividp h~' 11 giv('s 1.11f'. nel' pound. This'~
the anparent b0l1l1ty dup to the "Kartel" on 1'11(' sugar px-
norted. hut tll(' l'eal mnonnt of this honntv is only iletpl'mined
by f'onsiile!'ing thp ratio hetwepn tIll' total nl'ooudion ill Gel'-
~anY and tlJf~ llOmp f'onsumntion. Now. all tllp pstimatps of
Gel'~an produdion ag!'pp in stntiu!!" tllnt it is :l1most th1'pp
times tIl(' 110mp f'OlHmmntion. V\7ithout going into further
('n1f'ulntions we ma~' snfelY pl'psmnp tllnt HIP I'ntio of pxnort
to f'onsumntion is ns 2:1. Thpl'pfOl'p thp n11l1al'pnt hounl-y
of 1.11f'. nel' n011l1(1 must hp (1ivided hv R to n110w for tIl/-
whole f'I'OP pl'oduf'pd in Germnny, maldng n I'pal hounty of
.R7('. per pound.
EFFECT OF THE KARTET,.-Thp efl'pd of tIll' "Kartp1." thp!'p-
fore, is to nnv nn indil'pd bounty of npnl'lv Af'. npr pound on
pvery pound 'of raw sugnl' exnod('d from Gp!'lllanv. Now tll('
diref't bonnt~· on this sugnl' wllif'll is ('ount('!'vnilf>d -by 0111'
nresent Inw is .27!1f'. Pp!' nound. Tn OI'del' to fnll~' m'otpd
onl' mnl'kds, hOW('W-l', th(' indiJ'ed hounly JlJU~t h(' ndo('(l to
thiFl. making n total houniY wlli('h SllOl1ld lw f'ountp!'vail('d of
.67:1f'. p('r pound. .
This simpl!' illusiTntion will Flnfli('(' to show, without goin:.!
jnto further detnil, ill!' !'11'('(·t of ill(, "Kart!'l" upon nIP wOJ·ld
price of sugal'.
On the faf'(, of th(' "Kal't!'l" it would not SP('lll probahl!' thai- .
the magnitude of th(' hounty would be so gl'('at as I'ppJ'espnt('d
above. On the 1st of June, InDO, when the "Kartel" went into
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effect it was not foreseen that the price of raw sugar would
fall to the point it has now reached. For this reason the
terms of the "Kartel" as originally drawn did not guarant2e
a greater sum than 3.40 marks benefit to the maker of raw
sugar. In other words should the price of raw sugar go below
9.35 marks pel' 50 kilos, the loss would have to be borne by the
producer and not by the "Kadel." If for instance raw sugar
should sell for 8 marks per 50 kilos-only 3.40 marks were
absolutely guaranteed instead of 4.75. 'rhus from the terms of
the "Kadel" as at first established the bounty to the pro-
ducer could not exceed 3.40 marks per 50 kilos in any case. It
seems perfectly certain, however, that greater bounties have
been corresponding to the unexpected decline in price pro-
duced chiefly by the operation of the "Kadel" itself. -
For instance, on the 21st of last November the price of Ger-
man refined loaf sugar in London was 10-6 per 100 kilos.
Converting for convenience into marks-we have:
Marlu1.
Price refined sugar in London 20.62
Direct bounty on expOl't 3.55
Import duty 20.00
Total 44.17
The legitimate price of this sugar therefore to German con-
sumers on that date was 44.17 marks. But in reality, the Ger-
man wholesale price fixed by the .Kadel on that date was
56.90 marks pel' 100 kilograms. The total Hochin of the Kar-
tel therefore was 56.90-44.17=12.73 marks per 100 kilos 01'
$3.06 pel' 220 pounds, equivalent to 1.39 eents a pound.
Compare in cents per pound the wholesale price of German
loaf sugar in London and Magdeburg, November 21, 1nOl.
Price per pound in London, 2.22 cents.
Price per pound in Magdeburg, 6.02 cents.
The most striking effect of the operation of the "Karter'
is found in the relative effect it has had on the price of refinel1
sugars in the I"ondon and Magdeburg markets. For COll-
venience this comparison is given in our eurrene~' for 110
pounds from the time the "Kadel" first began to make itself
felt in the world's markets, viz: June. 1900 to 1901.
Price granulated sugar per pound:
London. Magdeburg.
.Tune 1st. 1900 $2.40 $1,.07
npepmber 1st, 1901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.10 ". R2
No argumpnt would hI' 11101'1' eonvincing than tlw above
eomparison. The Kadel has enorlllously raispd tl\'.~ price 1,If
sugar to home consumers, viz: to the extent of l:Lt pel' ('pnt:.
and thereby has secured a corresponding rpductioll iu the
priee to the English consumer-viz: 12.5 per cent!
According to the ",TournaI des Fabricants de Suere" for
the 25th December, 1901, from June 1st, 1900, to December
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1st, 1900, the total. sum extorted from the German people by
reason of the "Kartel" is 150,000.000 francs or nearly $30,0(1);-
OOO! Of this sum about $10,000,000 has been paid to the pro-
ducers and the rest has remained with the refiners..
:Sut the "Journal" adds: "But sinee it (the "Kartel") has
not yet paid over all the bounty due the makers of raw sugar
its benefits are superior to that figure. In fact the German
refiner, like his brother in Austria, is the principal benefieilll'y
of the Kartel." Apparently the sugar refiner is the same the
world over-and what may be said of him in one country iil
applicable to «id genus omne."
Two CASES OF Low PmcEs.-As a further proof that I have
not placed the bounty due to the "Kartel" too high I will give
the calculation of the "Journal des Fabrieants de Sucre" for
January 1, 1902." "If we consider the bounty en bloc it can be
said that since the beginning of the Kartel. June 1st, 1!100, up
to the end of November. 1!101, the extraordinary levy on con-
sumption was 158,898,750 francs. If we compare this sum
with the quantity of raw sugar exported dming the same
period. viz: 1.560.804 tons, it is seen that thE' KartE'1 has taxed
German industry 10 franes faT' E'very 100 kilos of sugar export-
ed. To this bounty must be added tIlE' dil'ect prE'l1Iiulll on the
quantity exported. viz: 46.824.120 francs. and the tota1 bonnh'
on the 1.560.804 tons amounts to 205,723.000 francs! It is
objected to this statement that the books of tIle Kartel show
that during the period named only 1!1,782,167 marks WE'rp
paid to the raw sugar makers. Not having these books, it
is difficult for us to know how this figme is establislJed. But
if it is exact. that does not discredit anI' own figures. yiz:
those resulting from the mode of calculation indieated by the
promoters themselves of the Kartel. It proyes only that the
refiners have kept the lion's share."
It is II proper supplement to this argument to say that the
public and private cables from Brussels indicate that tIl(> Eng-
lish representatives at the nonference now sitting in Brns-
sels to discuss bounties. both direct and indil'eri: on sngars.
'have stated to this Conference. by authority of their govern:
ment, that if tlH'se bounties are not abolished. England wi1I
follow the lead of the United States and will place a counter·
vailing duty on sugar imported into Great Rritaill efJuivalent
to both the direct and indirect bounties which they have reo
ceived. '
It is evident tllHt the magnitnde of the bount,v dne to the
"Kadel" will always depend npon the ratio of prodn(·tion to
consumption in the countries where the "Kadel" exists. Fill'
instance, if Germany today consumed as mnch sugar as the
United States, the "Kartel" would absolutely llaye no effect
upon the price of export sugars, because then her production
would just equal her consumption, and the price of sugar tIl
the consumer would be the cost and profit of production and'
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the margin between· this sum and the import duties on for-
eign sugars. But it is evident from the high bounty already
existing in Germany, and the rapid progress which her beet-
sugar industry is making, that the bounty arising from th8
"Kadel" will eontinue to inerease rather than diminish. It
is possible that the eost of sugar to the consumer in Ger-
many can be incI'eased to the .extreme limit of the differenee
between the exeise and import tax; namely, 2~e. pel' pound,
and if the "Kartel" should push its power as far as this, the
(~OnsUlnption of sugar in Germany would doubtless be greatly
\liminished. At the same time the stimulus which this action
would give to production by enabling German producers to
undel'sell all their compet~tors in the world markets would in-
crease the output of sugar. 'fhus, the evil which the "Karter'
hounty produees tends to increase rather than diminish by its
own operation, and this evil influence will continue to be felt
more and mOl'e oppressively until the great sugar consuming
nations of the world, namely, England and the United States,
take such eonccrted action as will at once and forever anni-
hilate all forms of bounty, direct and indirect.
From the above resume it is seen that the low price of
sugar prevailing over the whole world is the result of two
causes. 'fhe first is a perfectly legitimate cause, namely, the
cheapening of the price of production by the application of a
scientific process of agriculture, in the production of the raw
material and the application of a more perfect technique in
the factory, coupled with a remunerative disposition of by-
products. This kind of sugar eheapening is to be universally
commended, since it results alike to the benefit of the sugar
maker and the sugar consumer.
. The second cause for the low price of sugar is due to over-
production resulting directly from the application of the di-
rect and indirect bounty system, which has already becn
described. 'l'his is a form of cheapening sugar which is uni-
versally I'eprehensible, since in the end it will prove dis-
astrous both to maker and to consumer of this article.
AN ILLOGICAL AltGUl\mN'l'.-The application .of import duties
on sugar by various countries never tends to reduce the price
of sugar but always to raise it. And hence the argument
against a protective tariff as the cause of a low price of sugar
is illogieal and based upon an entire misapprehension of fact:"!.
It folloWH as a logieal (~onelusion, therefore, that the people
who come to this eommittee for a I,('lief from the pl'ie\' of low
sugar should Htrike at the true eause and not the false one,
of the evil of whieh they complain.
In the ('lll,\' of Cuba, for imd::lIJ(~e, it: is admitted that in
former years the sugar industry was profitable in that island,
yd import dutil's Il'vipd hy tIl(> lTnit(>d Rtatl's w('rp in exist-
('IH'P. '1'lIe Cuban Hugar ])lant('I's WI'I'I' PI'OKI)('I'OUS 1I11dl'1' the
Spanish regime. "'h~' do they not now lay tlwir misfortunes
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to the breaking of the Spanish yoke? That seems to be the
only political and fiscal condition which has changed in the
island. If it be true that their disasters haye been as great
as has been portrayed~ and if we are seeking to benefit Cuba
let us lead her back to Spain and apologize to that country
for haying spent hundreds of millions of dollars and thou-
sands of lives for the purpose of bringing the whole island to
the verge of bankruptcy.
'Vhen as a boy I studied logic~ I was cautioned particularly
by the professol' to avoid the error of non ca1lsa pro causn.
This is an admonition which the advocates of reduced duti'~s
on sugar should take to heart. The cause of the trouble they
are fighting is not in the tariff duties of the United Rtat(~s but
is in the over-production of sugar lIue io bounties ~rantf'(l
by European countries. 'rheir cause should be pleaded in
the parliaments of Europe not in that of America; their
plaints should go before the Reichstag, the Bundesrath, anfl
the Cmps I.Jeg-islatif, and not before the American Congress.
'rhe place to plead their cause is before the Congr(~ss of
Brussels not before the \Vays and Means Committee of the
Congress of the United States. It is impossible to see where
the granting- of free sugar will help them in the least, as long
as the conditions which threaten all sugar industries of all
eountries eontinue to exist. Under legitimate trade eondi-
tions demand and supply regulate this matter. Take the
bounties from sugar and one large crop overstocking the
market will be neutralized by a short one and the equilibrium
will be restored, and thus an average, fair remunerative priee
for raw sugar will be maintained throughout the world.
Continue the bounty system and no reduction of duty, no
reciprocal favor will ever be able to establish the legitimate
price for raw sugar. Hence all the arguments for reduction
of the duties are based on false premises and absolutely fall
when the props which are llOlding them are removed.
Sir Nevile Lubbock says that the customs duty on sugar
imported into Germany is £20 per ton, whilst the excise duty
is £l(l per ton. In the case where the production is in excess
of the home consumption it is thus possible, by joint aetion
on the part of all producers, to maintain a price of sugar £10
pel' ton above the export price, plus the excise duty. Does
this amount to an indirect export bounty such as can be
taken in view hy the Brussels Conference?
'rheoret:ically, wlH'rc the customs duty exceeds the excise
duty, there are three l'OIHlitions possible:
1. 'L'he 11l'odul'1ion may he bplow the intl'rnal COIlRulllption.
2. The product ion may 1)(' just equal to the internal con-
snmption,
i{ '1'he prodlldion may be in <,Xl'ess of the internal con·
sumption.
1. In t he first 1':\8(' no kartel would exist since the prio'e
,I
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would of. necessity be the external price, plus the customs
duty. This is now the case in the United States.
, KAR'l'Er~S AS Bouwl'ms.-2. In the second case, if the pro-
duction was in one hand, clearly no combination would be
necessary, provided that the one producer had no competition
to fear, but this is a state of conditions which nowhere exists.
Obviously, if the pl'ofit was no more than that which is barely
suftieient to keep the industry going, there would be no com-
petition; but, if the profit was in excess of this, competition
would commence, and the production would, at once, become
in excess of the consumption. This excess would have to be
exported either with a diminished profit, or with a loss. The
excess would and must (economically) go on increasing until
the amount of loss, on the excess exported, reduced the profit
made by the portion of the production sold internally to such
a sum as, together with the profit, 01' reduced by the loss, on
the export, was merely sutlicient to maintain the whole pro-
tluction.
The profit fund del'ived from the internal sales must bf>-
ll1'awn upon to raise the profit, 01' to make good the loss, 011
.the exported portion.
It must be admitted that a producer who exports sugar
below his cost of production, plus the llecessal'y profit, and
who receives from any fund a payment which recoups to him
the difference between the export price and such cost of pro-
duction, receives a bounty.
:t The third case is that which has arisen, Germany pro-
duces 2,100,000 tons and consumes about 750,000 tons.
'rheoretically, all we need say is that she would not continue
to produce this quantity, as a whole, unless the necessal'Y
profit, to whit'h I have alluded, was received on the whole pro-
duction. But, practically, it is a valuable object lesson. The
present export price of German sugar is £7 5 shillings per
ton. The price of the same sugar for home consumption is
(exclusive of duty) £12 per ton. 'l'he cost of production, all
round, may be taken at £!l per ton. The bounty on export
sugar, irrespective of the Kartel, may be taken at £1 5 shil-
lings pel' ton. All these figures m'e approximations, but they
are neal' enough for the present purpose.
It will at once be seen that the exporter is losing 10 shil-
lings pel' ton on all the sugar he l'xports thus, price realized
£7 fi shillings; add bounty, £1 5 shillings: together, £8 10 shil-
ling's; cost of p1'odudion, £!l; loss, 10 shillings.
On the other hand, he makes It profit of t:~ per ton on
what he sells internally, thus, price £12; cost of production,
£9; profit, £:3.
Now, what is the position of the industry as a whole? We
havp 71l0,0()() tons sold at a profit of £3, is £2,250,000; and
l,aGO.OoO tOIlS sold at a loss of 10 shilling'S, is Hi75.000; net
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Extract from the proceedings of the Sugar Planters' Associa-
tion in New Orleans. Held May 8, UI02.
Prof. Blouin: Before I get to the selection of cane, I would
like to make a few remarks concerning the statements in the
pilpcr about selecting the stubble cane. The food of the cane
plant is stored entirely in the top, and the nearer we approach
the butt of the cane, the further removed we are from the
denlPnts that nourish the plant. 'l'his is so much the case
that eyen in tropical countries, where they have no difliculty
in ~erminating- ('ane in a few weeks, anti, under favorable(~onditions, in a few days-I have seen this in the Hawaiian
Islands, where it ~erlllinated in six days, with seledions of
top cane, tllP top is dlOsen as a matter of economy, but in
sonw pl:H~es thp managers have lwpn deddedly in fayor of
taking the young plant calle in its vigorous growth, cutting
it down, and growing a c\'op of ratoons, f\'om which they
(~lailll bpHp!' !;l'suHs. thou~h as to wlwtlH'\' that is thl' ('as,',
O\' not, I ('all't say dl'linitl'ly. Bowen'\', that ('aIle had 10Ilgl'!'
...
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profit, £1,575,000, 01' about 15 shillings per ton on the whole
production.
.It is evident here that the loss on the export is paid for
by the profit under the Kartel.
It may be said that the Kartel is after all a private arrange-
ment with which the conference cannot interfere. But this
is not so. The Kadel is only possible under conditions which
the government only can create, viz., an appreciable difference
between the customs duty and the excise duty, or a high cus-
toms duty and no excise.
The remedy is that exporting countries shall undertake that
their customs duty shall not exceed their excise duty. In the
case of any country which produces more of a commodity
than it can consume and in consequence has an excess of pro-
duction which must be exported, protective customs dutil'S
have no effect in raising the price to the consumer and thus
operating as a protection, except in the case of a combination
such as the Kartel. If, therefore, they have any raison dc'
etl'C that raison d'ctrc can only be to make possible the fOI'm-
aHon of a Kartel. Hence, in such a case, the government is
not only particcps crimi,nis, but the tons ct origo mali.
It is thus seen that unless some action is taken to put an
end 1:0 the Kartel system, the abolition of direct government
bounties might be quite nugatory; since, while abolishing the
direct bounty with one hand, it would be easy to give an
equivalent bounty with the other, by means of the Kartel
system.
____:0:----
HOW '1'0 INORliJASE 'l'HE SUG.Hl OONTENT OF THE
OANE.
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joints, and gave them not nearly as' thick a stand as that
which they would have obtained from their tops or "lalas,"
as they call them, or sprouts from the upper portion of the
cane. These lalas or tops vary from· a half inch to an inch
and a half, and they give them much more cane than they can
possibly harvest under any circumstances, thereb.y bringing
about a survival of the fittest, and forcing a dying out, which
is quite noticeable when the plant cane is too thicl{. In any
event, the tops have invariably given better results. \Ve
found that the lower portion of the cane was not only much
longer in germinating, but after germinating, the cane was
less vigorous, requiring a considerably longer time to get un-
dea: growth and assimilate the fertilizing elements of the soil.
As regards the old stubbles, we are getting down to the origin
of the cane, the first portion of it that has formed, and the
part that reaches the nearest maturity. There is vitality
there; there is even vitality in the stubbles of tropical canes
that reach full maturity; and in some instances the results
have been quite pronounced. But there has been difficulty,
not in the cuUiYation, for the cane has received no cultiva-
tion. 'rhere are no means of cultivating, other than trench-
ing the land. 'rhe land is rocky, and outside of hoeing the
weeds down, ilwl'e is no cultivation.
As far :H! concel'ns planting from plant cane, first and sec-
ond year's stubbll', we have at the Experiment Station conduct-
ed eXpl'l'illll'nts for thirteen years, planting from plant cane,
and taking; that plant and replanting from it; then planting;
from first year's stubble, and taking the stubble from that,
and replanting; it, and so on. \Ve looked after both in the
same way, and fertilized in the same manner, and we have
seen absolutely no difference, either in sugar contents or ton-
nage. \Ve haye gone even fmther in that line. vVe have
selected from large, small and medium cane, to see if we
couldn't get a larger tonnage. There are possibly some re-
sults, thoup;h they are not pronounced, in that the smaller
cane p;ives a larp;er number of small canes; but as to sugar
contents and tonnage. there is no difference.
The Chair: \Yon't J;ou get a little more stand of cane where
the joints are close together? .
Prof. TIlouin: Yes, but as to small cane we have takl'n the
diameter and not nl'cessarily the height.
The Chair: Didn't you also find that the llliddlp of the tane
is better than the tops?
Prof. TIlouin: I want to state here that for the last eight
years all of our cane has lwpn fall-planted; and we haY(> found
almost no difference in the stands of cane from the tops, mid-
dles, 01' 11l\ttS. Some years we have found, if anything, a
Alight advantage in the tops. We can't account for that: posi-
tivl'ly, unlpAA it Ill' IWI'ausl' of nIP fl'l'tilizl'l' Ill'in~ Atorpd in t1\(~
top. Howeyer, we can't attribnte it to that. I wouldn't state
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positively that we had absolutely no difference in the stand;
but, at any rate, final results have not given any marked dif-
ference.Mr. Dymond:. Didn't Mr. Hubert Edson, of Calumet, say
that pedigree cane---
Prof. Blouin: I was just getting to that. As to selecting
cane from their sugar eontents, MI'. Edson, of Calumet, has
claimed results approximately 1 pel' eent richer than from his
other canes. That has not been the experience at the Station
here, nor in any other country where it has been tried. ,Ye
have tried the selection of cane for sevel'al years, and while
the results tend as a rule to show some slight advantage in
the selected cane, it has not been pronounced to any extent.
The past season, selected canes showed a fraction of a pel'
cent higher sucrose than the poor canes, as well as canes of
normal sugar contents. In other seasons, the reverse has
been the case, though very slight, and, again, we have found
them almost equal. ,Ve haven't abandoned the idea of eon-
tinuing these experiments, and lIlay get some results, but
we are doubtful.
Regarding fertilization, we have found in every illstun('e
where we have fertilized ('ane and ilwreased the tonnage, wc
have deel'eased the sugar eontents. ,Ve ('an illel'ease the ton-
nage, but not the percentage of sucrose in the juiees. ,Ve
have found that by over-fertilization we have markedly de-
creased the percentage of sugar, while getting a heavy growth
and heavy tonnage. By a normal fertilization of nitrogen al\(l
phosphoric acid, using (say) 44 pounds, though even GO is not
too much, we got better results. ,Yith potash and otlwr
forms of fertilizing ingredients, we got absolutely no results,
in any form or quantity.
,Ve have tried industriously for a number of yem's to put
sugar in the cane by fertilizing heavy with phosphoric aei l ] ,
as some people think we thus induce canc to have more sugm'.
,Ve have never found it that way. By using one, two and
three rations of phosphoric acid, we have found ·no beneficial
J'esults, and no evil results. Using nitrogen, we find that by
increasing the amount we increase the tonnage, but we also
find that there is a limit to the· amount we can apply, which
is determined by the sugar contents; for if we increase the
nitrogen largely, we decrease the sugar content to such a
large extent that it becomes unprofitable to manufad:me it.
Thel'l~ is still another question that Mr. 1\1cCall toudH'd np-
on; and that is rel-(arlling the seedlings of sugar cane. "'e
brought from the ,Vest Inuies quite a. nUlIlbel' of canp;,l (leyel-
oped 1'1'0111 the seed or from the tassel, and which had in thpil'
native country shO\\'('d some indication of being hette'_' talle
than those they wer(~ 111'opagating. Of this 1II1mb,'J', ~oml'­
thing over 100, there were two that showell with I1S I'I'OIJOUlW-
I'd resl11ts, both ill tonnage and in sl1gal' eontenls. Oil\' J'('.
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sults differ from yours, Mr, McCall; and we also differ in the
stubbles. Our stubbles have been uniformly good,
I jotted down here a few notes. First, I will read you some
figUl'es regarding the tops, middles and butts. This is the
average of ten years' experiments, and is the sucrose contents,
the tonnage being about the same. From the tops we got
11.19; from the middles 11.07; and from the butts 11.18, Now,
from the same plot and under the same cultivation, with D'~­
merara cane No. 74, which is the green cane we have been dis-
tributing, we got 12.59 sucrose and .93 glucose. This is the
only season that we ·have been able to harvest.a fair quan-
tity. Demerara 95 gave us 11.72 sucrose and 1.49 glucose;
Louisiana purple, 9.80 sucrose and 1.94 glucose; and Louisia.na
striped, 10.80 sucrose and 1.70 glucose. This leaves quite
marked results in favor of the seedling cane.
Mr. Dymond: Did these four canes all enjoy the same con·
ditions'?
PI'of. Blouin: Yes, sir; absolutely so. As regards the tOll-
nage of the two canes in the second year stubble, harvested
the past season, of the 74, we got 21.G tons, of the first year
we got 3G tons, and fl'om plant 38.G tons. From the 95, sec-
ond year's stubbles, we got 24.9; first year, 35.9; and plant, 33.
The Chair:\Ye never weighed the eane; we never had
enough of it. I was only judging by the appearanee.
l~rof. Blouin: \Ye made a run this year with the 74 and fl5
eanes combined, and while we haven't got final results (we
have run out only our firsts and seconds and not our thirdf.-<)
we got IH'onouncedly better results. I can't give you the exact
data right now, hut tllPY were better results than from any
of our home cane. The canes were not only higher in sugal',
but they worked much freer, were easier darified, and purged
nmch better, than our home cane.
You made some remarks about the selection of beet. In the
efforts in the tropics to increase the sugar contents, they are
following dosely the lines followed in the selection of beer.
In the latter, they started with small sugar contents, and by
sdedion have increased it until it has now reached the maxi-
mum of 25 per cent; though that is not the average by any
means. \Ve have even in Louisiana, at the Experiment Sta-
tion, had HI per cent in ~mgar cane; but it wouldn't seed, and
we conldn't seled from it. They are also conducting experi-
ments in Java, where tl\('y had llI'onounced l'esults, and in
North Queensland, where they had good results. ,Ve also
Rtal'ted this seleetion in Hawaii. During my year there, I
planted a. few mi Ilion sppds, and I failed to get one to geL'-
minate. However, this year they have at the Station there :l
nnmlwr whid\ tllP,)' hope to (~ross-fprt:ilb:e and :1l~('omJllish tIll'
result. In the \Vest Indies, with two sl'edlings, onl' of 24.7
(?) and anolhe): whi('h I ('all'l )'pmpmllPl', hoth of whil'h origi-
nated in Barbadoes, the,)' got marked results both in tonnage
July, 1902,]
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and sugar contents, over the home cane, the 24.7 being adapt-
ed to their dark soil (I think I am correct) and the other to
their red soil.
This method of increasing the sugar contents seems, from
our results at the Station and in other sugar countries, about
the only method we can rely on 01' place much hopes in. It
has great promise, and we firmly believe that the introduetio:l
of the seedlings which we have brought here, will incI'ease the
sugar contents.
There is a point I omitted, with regard to stripping the
cane. That has been tried experimentally by us, and we found.
it not only did not give an~' beneficial results, but it gave
absolutely injurious results. In the islands, we looked ~nto
this subject quite carefully; and while no absolute expel'i-
ments have been conducted, there is quite a difference of
opinion as to stripping done. It is in one of the dryest por-
tions of the island. The manager claims that he has seen no
beneficial results from stripping; that the results are as good,
but it is quite an additional cost. Then, on the larger island,
Hawaii, where they have practically all of the rainfall, the
results are quite pronounced in favor of stripping. 'Vhere
they have accidentally 01' been forced to allow the cane to
grow without stripping, they have found adhel'iug to it quite
an amount of leaf, wldeh was not removed in harvesting, not
even in carrying the cane to their mills. They cut the cane
in small sections, three to five feet, and put it in flumes, and it
is flumed right from the field to the carrier. You can see cane
sent that way for 27 miles, loaded on the carrier, the wat!-r
going down at quite a rapid rate from the fall in the land.
They claim that the cane is riper where it has been sh'ipped,
allowing the admission of the ail'.
The Chair: Does it sprout wheu it is stripped, as it would
here?
Prof. Blouin: No; there would be no eyes sprouting as
,vould be the case here. They don't start to strip, as a gea-
eraI rule, until the cane is ten 01' eleven months old, which IS
older tban wet get it.
The Chair: It is a very dry season?
Prof. Blouin: No; some plantations have as much as 200
inches of rainfall per year; it rains every day. The ground,
however, is very porous, and it is unusual to see much mud,
except on the roads. The fields are comparatively dry ten
minutes after a rain. The soil on the ~-:tinfall plantations i~
also rather thin, re:whing bellrock in a very short time. All
the bellrock is porous. so that the rain percolates into it, so
that, with the exception of the largest, Hawaii, there are no
rivers. 'fhel'e are sonH' streams that run during fl'esh('ts, :uIIl
in the rainfall dish-ids HH're are streams, hut after Hw cessa·
tion of rain the streams stop.
There is also quite a markt'd differenee in the Hugar con-
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tents of cane of the same growth. On one sugar plantation,
the average was 1\).20, while on the Ewa, which is the banner
plantation in the islands, the average last year was only 11
tons per acre, with sugar content a fradion over 14 per cent;
'requiring about 8 tons of cane to make a ton of sugar, or
about 250 pounds of sugar per ton of cane. As to these plau-
tations with high sugar contents, their tonnage of sugar per
acre will vary from 2 to 5, requiring 61 to T~ tons of cane to
one ton of sugar. * * *
----:0::----
A 'fUAI'I' 'YOUTH CUL'I'IVA'l'Ir\G.-'fact is one of the gracps
that everyone should cultivate; tad in our dealings with oth-
ers, both from a business and, sodal standpoint, is necessary
if we would suceeed, It is only the exereise of kindness and
good will toward others and doing and saying the things to
them we would have them say and do to us. 'l'he blunt, out-
spoken, sareastic man or wOI~an is not generally the one who
has the most friends, even though the good qualities they
possess may far out-weigh those of their more tactful neigh-
bor. To have friends we must show ourselves friendlv and
carE-fully refrain from wounding the sensibilities of oth'ers.
A business man, to succeed, uses tad in his dealings with
otllPrs, else he would have few custoll)(·rs. He must oftpn-
times conepal his real fe('lings in order to build up his busi-
)H'SS and hold his customprs. A sodal leadpr holds her power,
lIOt by her beauty, wpalth 01' intellpd, but by making every-
one feel at e.l::;(> i'n her presence and by saying only those
things whieh will plpase and interest. Everything else ('ounts
for but little in the sodal world if tad is lacking. No one
likes to han' his fauIts paraded before others nor does he
like to haveattelltion called to any little peculiarity of person
or speech.
'fact is only the pxercise of common sense and the practkll
apl'li('ation of the Golden Rule. All classes of people need it
and if tlwy are not naturally endowed with it, they should
cultivate it. It is not necessar:v to tell a friend who has been
sick that he looks "just dreadfuL" but try to say something
cheerful and encouraging, To tell a girl with a sallow com-
lllexion, of which she is alread~r very sensitive, that you never
saw her look so yellow, is cruel, and so with a countless num-
bpI' of things that might better be left unsaid as they are cal-
('uIatC'd to give pain or cause mortification. To make friends
and keep them )'elluil'es the constant use of tact and a con-
sidC'rahIe effacement of self.
'rhe grpat incrpase in tIle usC' of bananas as a food in the
TTnitpd States dlll'ing the past thirty or forty years is a fact
that can scarcely have escaped the notice of even the most
\I
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careless observer. '1'he magnitude which the trade in this
fruit has gradually assumed, however, is probably not gen-
erally realized outside of the eircles diI'ectlJ' interested in the
trade. In the foreign trade of the United States in fresh
fruits, whether exports or imports be considered, imports of
bananas have for some years been the most important single
factor. This fact is brought into strong relief by the state-
ment that, of late years, the value of the bananas annually
imported into this country has been more than three times
that of the apples annually exported. In the fiseal year ended
June 30, 1HOI, the I'e('ord year up to date in the banana trad,~,
the total value of the bananas imported amounted to $fi,550,-
186, while the value of the exports of fresh apples for the
same year-exports, too, which had been exceeded only twiee
in the previous deeade-amounted to only $2,058,%4.
The United Rtates is dependent almost entirely on impOl'ts
for its supply of bananas. In the southern half of FloJ'ida,
it is true, the fruit has been cultivated to a greater 01' le:,s
extent for some years, but the great freeze of 18fl4 s('('m<;{o
have plaeed a eheel;: upon the industry from which it is slow
to reeover. 'fhe following statement from the biennial re-
ports of the Rtate Commissioner of Agrieulture, thoui!lI in-
('omplete as to rf'turns from a few counties for the la~t two
years. will illustrate the small importallee of produdion in
Florida as eomllHred with the trade in general.
Produdioll of bananas in Florida:
Year. Quantity Bunches. Dollars. Valu(~.
1890 . . . . 32,084 15,4fi4
1891 . . . . . 50,822 22,189
18!l3 67,283 30,22!l
18!l5 . . . . 12,503 6,238
I8fl7 . . . 8,7flfl 3,643
ISflfl . . . 3,782 l,7fl5
The ('hief som'('es of supply for this fruit al'p the Cpntral
Amel'ieall Rtatl's and tIl(' 'Vest Indies; over 80 pel' cent. of
our imports are derivpd from these two sourees and in no
widely varying proportions. Costa Rica took tIl(' Ipad of the
Central American Rtates in supplying our demands for this
llrodud in 18fl5-!l6 with ('xports amounting in value to $574.-
782. Rine£' that date its annual shipments have iIH'!'pase(l
almost steadily until in 18flfl-1!l00, they amounted in value to
$1.:317,:184, or over half the value of the total exports fl'olll
('('ntl'al .A mel'iea.
Rhipnwnts of this frnit frolll the 'Yes/' 1ndi('s han' 1)('('11
('onsidprahly smalip!' in I'('('('nt years tllan 11I(',\' wp!'p a (]('(,,\(I('
lH'('Yions. Owing to tllP distnrl)('d a~ri('nHnl'al and ('Ollllllpl'-
l'ial ('OIHlitions dnl'in~ and prior to thp Rpanish-"\ llIPrieHn
war, tll(' illlports, notahly fl'om ('uba, sntTe!'pd a ~rpat dp-
dim', frolll whieh r('('oy('l',\' is not ,\'Pi (·omplete. Imports of
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In GJ'('at Britain and Ir<,land. Carried out and Conducted by
Sigmund Stein. Manager, Sugar Refinery, Liverpool.
In ('ontinuing my pxpprimpnts of sugar beet-root gl'owing
in illp TTnitpd Kingdom I Ilav!' the honor to Jlublish today my
sp\'pn lh I'('port- thp1'('OII. 'I'hp gl'ea t progr('ss whid\ has bepn
11I11(11' in sug:w lwd-I'oot gTowing in the United Kin~dom ('an
(.asil,\" hI' Rp('n hy ('ollljH\I'ison wHh Illy previous 1'<'11orts. Prat'-
1i('allY hdlpr rpsuItR h:lvP Ill'pn 1l<,hiev('d Yl'al' aftpl' y('ar. and
1hl' f;\I'nwl'R who ('onlinuPd 1hps(' pxpel'illl~nts have ];OW noth·
ing to I('arn fl'OIll tlH'ir Coniinl'ntal eonfreres in the art of
Rug"a I' IH'pt,root growing.
The sallie as in pl'cYions yeal's, different soils and manures
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1900.
$2,172,449
158,049
75,5!lO
$2,75fi,415
61,258
152,500101,000
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bananas fl'om Cuba, which in 1894 amounted in value to
$1,641,387, declined steadily until in 1898, but have since re-
covered slightly, amounting to $4H7,345 in 1901. Imports
from the British \Vest Indies, which amounted to $1,801,581
in value in 1894, also showed a faIling off during the period of
disturbance. But they <]uieldy recovered, and in 1901 they
amounted to $2,510,283. 'rhe value of the imports of bananas
from the \Vest Indies for the fiscal years 1897 to 1!)00 are
giyen below:
Imports of bananas from the \Vest Indies:
West Indies. 18!l7. 18!l8. 1899.
British \Vest In-
dies , $1,5fi8,4S;{ $1,853,81()
Guba , . . '1.47,1:m
Santo Domingo. 2!l,12rl
Total .....$1,744,741 $UI54,81fi $2,970,ln $2,403,088
'I'll(: only other countries from whieh bananas are imported
into thE' lTnieE'd in any ('onsiderahle quantity aI't~ Colombia,
British I-ronduras, and Hawaii. Imports from Colombia have
in('I'paHPd from quantities Y11h1l'd at $:mfi,713 in 1SB1 to a value
of $!H)S,8:~0 in HlOO. ImportH from both British Honduras and
Hawaii show a dc('idedly dedining tendeney, those of the
fOJ'nlt'r haying deelined from $155.704 in 1891 to $!Hi,179 in
lHOO. and of the laUPI' from $118,514 in 18!11 to $35.877 in 1900.
'1'he adY1mtages of l'ot-to Rieo, geographical. dimatie, and
politieal. han' re('ently attral'1ed attention to that island as a
future SOUl'('p of Hupply for bananas; it seems easily within
the I':mge of JlosHibilith's that in the future the island may
lll'quil'p a ('onHidera ble pol'tion of this important trade, and by
the extenHion of its banana euItiyation. make a valuable ad-
dition to its eommerl'ial resourees.-GoYernmellt Crop Re-
porter.
----:0:----
8BI"JiJN'J'H RFJPON'J' OF' f/'lIE SFGAIl BEET GROWING
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have been used in these experiments, and the variety- ill-
creased by the distribution of different kinds of seed C\lltivat-
ed under different circumstances.
.In regard to the manuring, very interesting experiments
have been carried out. By the kindness of Chemical \Vork15,
late H. and E. Albert, Agricultural Department, London, I
have been enabled to carry out a series of experiments with
basic slag supplied free of cost by them. In a number of- the
experiments, especially in those carried out on light soils,
kainit was also applied to the plots dressed with basic slag,
and was supplied gratis by the Agricultural Office of the
Potash Syndicate. As will be seen from the tables below,
the beet-roots grown on soils manured with basic slag-or on
light soils with basic slag and kainit-show excellent results,
and eompare favorably with those roots not so treated. I do
not think that such extensive comparative experiments in
manuring beets with basic slag and kainit have ever been
carried out before in this country.
The results received bring me to the striet convietion that
basic slag is an exeellent manure for sugar beet-roots, to be
supplemented, specially on light soils, with kainit. 'fhe beets
benefit by sueh nHlIluring both in resped to saccharine
strength and weight, and I am so encouraged by these excel-
lent results that I shall reeommend in future my farmer
friends to use these manures. I may say that many of them
agree with me in regard to my judgment as to the use of
bask slag.
The time of vegetation has been the same as in previolls
years, viz., from 140 to 200 days. 'fhe weather was not fav-
Ol'able for sugar beet-root growing, and the results being so
very satisfaetory, it must be said that this year's experiments
have been the greatest success of any year yet. As will ])('
seen from the table below, experiments have been carried out
in all parts of England,. Scotland, and Ireland, and great
thunks are (hlP to all the gentlemen who supported my expel'i-
ments, partly in planting and growing sugar beet-roots, partly
in inducing their friends to do so, and, lastly, in trying to in-
duce others to take an interest in my scheme.
The great sueeess of beetroot growing in the country en-
('ourages me to continue same next season, and more so as
I have been asked to do so by gentlemen who have planted
heet-roots this year, and many others who will grow beet-roots
exnerimpntallv for the first timp next vpar.
This year 1:herp have bppn 8!l exp~rimpnts in the Unitpd
Kingdom, of whieh ilwre were in-
England . . . . 57 exppriments.
Reotland . . . . 4 "
Ireland , , 28 "
and the result of these experiments is as follows;-
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As figures speak for themselves, I leave it to the reader to
draw his own conclusions. Everyone can clearly see the im-
portance of sugar beetroot growing in these islands. After'
these very successful experiments I do not think there is any
doubt about our climate being suitable or about the ability
of our farmers for growing beet-roots. As I have proveu
in my previous publicatIons, there is no need to be frightene I
of not getting sufficient labor in this country for carrying Oll
beet-root growing.
I regret that, in spite of my instructions and wamings, dOh-
ens of people sent me beet-roots for analysis without any tra(~e
of sender's name. All parcels of roots sent me were analysed,
but it is impossible to publish the results without having more
particulars. I have received many letters from my farmer
friends urging me to let them have reports on beet-roots sent,
but I eannot now do so after sueh a long time, as ~ am unable
to trace saml'. I would ask them in future to be very careful
in labelling their samples properly, and to put their name
and address on evel'J' lot, as well as marking and naming the
seed. In future roots grown from different kinds of seed
must be packed up separately, as they easily get mixed up
when sent all together. It is also very important that the
leaves should be attaehed to the roots. and not sent. as in
many cases this J'ear, without leaves. I would also beg my
friends to send me only properl~' washed and dean rootS.
A.s regards the tonnage per acre, the British-grown roots
this ~'ear, in tons of roots, without leaves, per acre:-Tons per acre.
In lflOl 19.4
In lflOO 19.1
In 1Sflfl 16.fl
In 18!lS , 16.3
In 18!l7 16.7
'Vith regard to the amount of juke, the roots eontaincd on
an average:-Juice !la.s per ccnt.
Pulp . . . fi.2 per cent.
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1112
621
17.66
1.073
14.76
2.90
83.53
100 pel' cent.
1441
851
19.38
l.OBO
17.02
2.36
87.82
1__....•• i
Average Analysis of Average Analysis of
British grown rootS G e r man grown
year 1901. roots, year 1901.
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Average weight of roots with leaves
lin grammes] . .
Average weight of roots without leaves
[grammes] .
Degrees Brix [dry matter] .
Specific gravity .
Quantity of sugar in 100 parts juice ..
Quantity of non-sugar in 100 parts
juice .
Quotient of purity .
July, 1902.]
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""Vith regard to the contents of glucose, I have only found
traces in reference to Nos. 19, 26, 78, and 86.
The sugar beet-root growing question comes in close con-
tact with the sugar question generally, and I am sorry to say
we find ourselves in a very critical position this year in this
regard. Over-production in beet and cane sugar l1as brought
about a crisis the like of which has never been seen befor~.
Sugar now rules at such a price as to spell ruin to the mann-
factureI'. Of course, such a state of things cannot last lon~,
as there is no manufacturer in the WOJ'ld who will make sugar
for the benefit of the consumers only and for his own loss.
A remedy will be found very soon, because they will not go on
losing money forever. It is to be hop<,d that next season will
bring about a reduction of beet-root ~I'owing on the Contin-
ent of from 20 per cent. to 30 per cent.. which will certainly
counterbalance the accrued stock and visible supplies which
are generally carried over from one season to another, and
sugar will then attain its proper pricp, which will enable the
manufacturer to the sugar beet-root g'l'ower to live and pros-
per.
Of coursp. sugar heet-root experiments arp not. only carripd
out during a brilliant commercial spason, but also those sea-
sons of critical aspeds. l\'f~T experinwnts are to prove con-
clusively that sugar heetroots can be grown successfully in
these islands. and anite as well as on the (;ontinent of Europe,
with fiR mIlch nrofit to the British farmer as to the Contine'l-
tal flrrrir.nltllrist.
I will allude to the remarks of the Right Ron. Earl of Den-
high with reference to the beet-root experiments carried ont
fit Newnllam Paddocks. in which 11<' statf'd that. considf'ring
the great tonnage of the roots and tIl(' satisfadory anal~Tsis
of same. according to his convidions, sugar bpet-root gl'owing
can he cflrrif'Cl on at fI l1rofit by the British farmer. I fluite
agree with his lordship, and may ado that from the COl'l'i'-
spondence in my posspssion fl'om many leading Rl'itish agl'i-
culturists that heet-roots can he growl l in this f'ountr~T to any
amount if sugar hl'et-root factol'ies n"(' l'stahlislH>d and fail'
111a~T given to tIl(' Rritish farmel', with the sanl(' adVflntnrr~s
as the foreign SUgaJ' pl'oduf'l'l's :111£1 11l;111ufaf'tuI'PI'S. BI'itisl1
farmers. manllf:H'turl'rs. ano capitnlh:f's would S0011 find thl'
wa~T. and would Cal'l'~T on tI1is 111'0fitahll' industry if factorips
were established.
As T am writing this adi('le an i11tp1'I1:1tiona1 confl'l'el1('(- is
hl'ing- helrl in R1'ussl'ls to discllsR the olll'stion of thl' aholition
of sllg-ar hOllntil's. :111£1 T hom' that sap'f' will rome to a satis·
factory iRS1](': satisfndon" to 1'1](' ('on1 inpntal f:l1'mel's. m:llll1-
f:ldm'ers. and l'xcl1eOlwl'R. Ilnfl also s:liisfartoJ'Y to the Rl'itish
farmers. mfllll1f:ll'i'1l1'(lI'S. :lnfl f'npitalist".T~et UR have fail' pIny; pllt 11S on 1'1](' same footing- aR tIle fOl"
eigneI'; let us be at lJOme in our own country; give us the same
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rights and no less than the foreigner enjoys in this country.
Have we no right in our own country to have the run of the
market for oIH'selves? How long shall we suffer and be the
laughing-stock of the world? The foreigner comes here and
undersells the Britisher, and one industry after another is
going to the wall in consequence, for the benefit of conti-
nental enterprise, which countries consider the British markd
as their best.
If we are a free trade country, let us have free trade, but
free trade in general, and not a one-sided free trade. Fac-
tories have been erected in this country before, but, as I haye
mentioned in my previous publications, these have been fail-
Ul'es, the reasons for 'which I have already explained. Thel'e
has been blunder npon blunder crowned by mismanagement.
As soon as free trade is established in this country in a
propel' manner, and we are put on the same footing as the
Continental farmers. let us start factories, erect them in prop-
er plaees. have them properly managed, with a proper supply
of sugar beet-roots, and capitalists need not fear for their suc-
cess. ,Ve are the greatest sugar consumers in the world, and
we can become the greatest sugar producers in the world.
Look at Anwrica, from small beginnings the American
su~ar industry has grown from day to day, and very soon the
lTniterl Rtates of America will produce 200,000 tons of beet-
root su~ar pel' annum. Don't let British enterprise be shat-
tered by Am('rican ('nterpl'ise. Up to now London is the cen-
tpr of the Rll~ar markl't of the world; don't let I_ondon soon
hp chml~l'd for New York. and be ruled from America. En-
~Iand rul('s the waves. and must also rule the sugar trade.
"We ar(' patrioti(~ enou~h; let our patriotism show that we
can afford and wish to have home industries and home-manu ..
faetured su~ar. I have mentioned in previous publications
what belwfits would he derived from the sugar industry if
eRtablished in this country. How many hundreds of thou-
sands of nH'n. women, and children would find employment
year in yl'ar out'! 'fhe en~ineering, building, and allied tradl's
would all bem'fit to a large extent. To cover the wants of this
country 400 fadories would have to be established, and not
to mention the ~reat importance from a national political
standpoint ~reat benefits to British a~rieultllre would un-
doubtedly follow from thp ~rowing of sugar beet-roots.
I have 1wfOl'p 111'oved all these assertions by facts from the
COlltinpnt, where the Rugal' industry celebrated its 100 years
of l'xistenee not long a~o.
,Ve have everything in am favor in this country, proper
('Iimate, lahar. C'ducateo farmers, capital, consumption, and
fadories only arC' np('<1('d under pffedual organization. It
needs only a few influential gentlemen to bring the s('heme
forward :\11(1 its success is assured. J think the British agri-
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cultural societies should take the matter in hand, and start a
sugar factory to which the farmers should supply the rootS.
Let us hope that the time is not far off when we arrive
at the same standpoint in regard to the beet-root sugar ques-
tion, as Germany was at exactly 100 years ago.
SIGMUND S'rEIN.
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TO IMPORT JA.PANESE RICE FARMERi;;;.
Liverpool, January, l!:l02.
Mr. Sadazuchi Uchida, Consul General of Japan at New
York, who arrived here Tuesday, put in the day making in-
quiries as to lands and conditions around Houston with the
view to ultimately locating a Japanese ('olony of riee farmers
in this section. A serious condition confronts the agricul-
tural people of his country. Forty-fhe million population i>J
crowded into an area of 150,000 square miles, or 100,00n
square miles less than the State of Texas with a. population
of only 3,000,000. 'fhe government finds it necessary to dis-
cover an outlet for a part of this population. 01' at least io
afford some escape for the younger generation who han~ no
opportunity at home to make fortunefo1. The great population
logically makes the prices of lands so high that it is pmdieal-
ly impossible for a man to get a start in life as is done in
this great 'Yestern country. It is Mr. Uehida's idea to brim!;
to Texas farmers in fairly prosperous cireumstances; that is
to say, ml'n who will come prepared to buy and build their
own homes.
"Of course," he said. "I do not unol'1'take to determine tIle
matter. I am only making an investigation and shall repol't
to my government. It is m.\' idea. to first bring out a dozen or
a score of families. have them convenientl~T and comfortably
settled and if thev make a success and are satisfied I can
bring as many as ~e ean find cheap lands to occup~-. I woul(l
not have the Texas people understand that the ,Japanese immi-
grants whom I have in mind are labor<.'rs of th<.' dass com-
monly represent<.'d by the Chinese immigrants. It is only the
poor of China who leave their eountr,\'; the well-to-do remain.
But with the Japanese the thrifty and the ambitious are seek·
ing new fields and the class who \vould eome to Texas in tllis
venture are farmers who are intellig-ent. <.'dueated. of good
moral character. and industrious halMA, who will expect to
come here and become Ameriean citizpns. You know we are
proud to be called the Yankees of the East and I feel lluHe
sure that hy the second generation the Japanese here would
be thoroughly Am<.'riranized."
Some idea of the handicap under which the .Japmws<.' rlre
farmers labor ma~' be obtained from tlH~ statement that landA
are worth hundreds of dollars pel' a('l'(' and the fal'm<.'l' WllO
rents pays one-half of the total yield to the landlord. Und('l'
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(By John W. Harshberger, Ph. D., Philadelphia.)
The traveller from temperate countries in first visiting the
tropics is naturally much impressed with the large number
of new and untried fruits which he meets with on every hand.
He tf'sts them all, and after his experimentation has gone on
for some time, he gpnerally reaches some' concl usion as to
those fruits which suih~ his fancy hf'st. Almost universally,
the mango is (~hosen as olle of the most desirable of the "new"
fruits tried. If this is so, why do we not find the mango for
sale in the f"ll it stores, nuu'kets, grocery stores and fruit
stands of the l'ities and towns of the United States? It is dUt~,
on reason, if not familiar with the faets, to the imperfect or
dpcayed ('ondition of the mi\lIg(ws when tllPY reach the nOl'th-
erll ports of ('OnsUlliption. Is this so, or is the scar('ity of this
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these circumstances it is impossible for the most industrious
to obtain more than a bare living from his labor, and these
bI'oad acres in Texas at low prices and at cheap rentals have
awakened the desire in the Japanese to come to this section.
'1'he class of whom Mr. Uchida refers are expert rice and fruit
far'mers, and it may easily be seen that they would be of great
value to South 'fexas for the knowledge they possess of these
industries.
Mr. Uchida did not stop with inquiring about lands and
climate, but was particular to ascertain how his people would
be treated by the residents of this country. He makes it
quite clear that they are intelligent, respectable people, not
in any way to be classed with the cheap Chinese who have
caused so much trouble on the Pacific Coast, and he plainly
has in mind establishing this fact before they come, so that
they will be treated with respect. He was particularly inter-
ested in the laws of Texas as to homesteads, the school fund
apportionment, and all such matters which go to make up a
successful and happy social life.
Mr. Uchida is a man of fine address and liberal education.
He speaks English with only the slightest hesitation for the
right word occasionally. He is proud of his country and its
late achievements. '1'0 the Japanese all Americans, or citi-
zens of the United States, are "Yankees," and with respect to
this designation, a Post reporter asked:
"Will your people who come here retain their native cus-
toms and habits and be clannish, or will they adapt them-
selves to Westel'n life? That is, will they remain Japs or win
they become Yankees?"
"They will become Yankees," he answered, quite enthus-
iastically.-La. Sugar Planter.
----:0::----
THE SHIPPING OF JlfflNGOES.
July, 1902.]
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delicious tropical product due to the lack of energy and busi·
ness capacity on the part of tropical agriculturists '!
'fhis article is written as in part an answer to the above
questions, and is based upon actual experiment-the writer
having recentl~' visited Haiti and Jamaica on a botanical ex·
cursion. A little history will be of some help in this discus-
sion. According to the Pomologist of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture (Bulletin 1, Division of Pomology):
"No fruit stood higher in the popular esteem of people ill
parts of South Florida than the mango. \Vhen the disastro\H.l
freeze of January, 1886, occurred, every 01' almost every tree
north of Fort Myers was destl·o~'ed. In 1884, 126,U68 man-
goes were shipped from Jamaica to the United States and
In'ought $\)00. In their eighth year from seed two Florida
trees bore lU,OOO fruits. Some of these fruits weighed a
pound. Mangoes wel'e shippet to Chicago and brought tiO
cents a dozen." So much for the history of the first introduc-
tion of the mango as a fruit, into the market of the United
States.
'fhe experiment to be described was conducted by the writ-
er during his return from Port Antonio, Jamaica, b~' steamer
to New York, and thence by rail to his home in Philadelphi;l.
A numuer of different sorts of tropical fruits were brought
by special Hl'rangements on Monday, July 22, lUO!. 'fhe list
of picked fruits, etc., as packed. for a shipment, comprised
plantains, pineapples, oranges, limes, mammee-apples, yams,
bread-fruits, guava, papaws, sour-sopS and mangoes. In one
box 01' crate, no especial care was taken in the packing-all
of the aQove named fruits, etc., being nailed up together f01'
transportation. In another box, the mangoes were eadl
wrapped in a piece of newspaper, and carefully packed a,,,:.ly
in a rather close and partially ventilated case. Two dozen,
or more of these fruits in the green state were thus shipped,
along with the others to Philadelphia. An inspection of the
open, ,veIl-ventilated crate, when two days out at sea, re-
vealed a total collapse of the breadfruits and the sour-sopS,
which had become soft and mushy, and were consequently
thrown overboard. The other fruits carried well-the man-
goes best of all. Those mangoes packed in the open box we)'(~
all more or less in a mellow condition, while those in the
doser box, (wrapped with paper) were firm and sound, al-
though fully ripe. In all cases the fruits of the common sort,
"the tuqwntinp nHlllgO," were found to haw; changpd from
the grcl'n of unripPJ1l'SS to the goldpn orange of the fully J'iP'~
mango. 'ren days elapsed lll'fore tl\(' boxps WPl'l' 0l'PJll'll, so
that the tpst made full~r pstablishps the l'm~sibility of shipping'
mangoes to the largpr cities of the Ampri(~an Hppublic. It:
should bp borne in mind, that the h'Kt was a spvcre one.
\Vithout a clouht. the' mangops hnd 1)('1'11 ('olll'd('(l jhl' Rainr·
day hpfo!'(' tIll' WI'i!PI' sailt'd, .1 Illy ~Ojh, llllli k('pl 0\'('1' ~111\llay
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F. C. Thiele, in the Chem. Zeit., describes the process of
paper-making from sugar cane refuse used at a large works
in Texas. 'rhe woody fibre, etc., fl'om the diffusion battery
are the raw material; they contain 82 per cent. of water, 16.5
of crude cellulose, 0.75 of carbohydrates, and 0.75 of mineral
matter. 'rhe ash contains silica. 82.77; ferric oxide, 6.65;
alumina, 3.G9; chlorine, 0.82; phosphoric add, 1.48; and
potash. 4.32 pel' cent. It is thus the silica which must essell-
tially be removed. If the chips be boiled at once with soda
and lime under pressure, inconvenient foaming subsequently
takes in the beater. the mass is washed with difficulty, and
the moist paper stieks to the hot roll of the paper machiIll'.
'L'hese difliculties are overeome by allowing the chips to fer-
ment in heaps, the IH'oeess being assisted by frequent wate!'-
ing'. The peetins are thus, destroyed; vaIeriunic acid is form-
ed, IH'obably owing' to the decomposition of the albumin:'>.
The fermented ehips are then taken by a eonveyor to a "ro-
tary," a spherical vessel of steel plate, tnrned by cogwheels at
the rate of seven revolutiol1A per minute. 'rhe charge of the
"rotm'y" is 40,000 Ih8. of ~'hi]Js, to whil'll m'p added 450 lbs.
of til')" sotIa and :!OO Ius. of til')" l}uil-klime; th(~ chips contain
until Monday, when they were bought and packed. The
steamer sailed from Jamaica Tuesday afternoon, July 23rd,
and reached New York Monday morning, July 29th, where
the boxes were expressed to Philadelphia, reaching the home
of the writer on 'l'uesday afternoon, July 30th. The last mango
was eaten on Sunday, August 4th, so that fully fifteen days
had elapsed from the time of gathering until the date of final
consumption.
No doubt a variety of mango can be found which will carry
even better than the ordinary kinds sold by the negro women
in the markets of Jamaica. From information gleaned from
Mr. \Villiam Fawcett, director of the Botanic Gardens, and
from 1\1ons. Charles patin, Consul General of Belgium, to Co-
lumbia, the writer believes that the finer varieties of mango
are not known in cultivation in Jamaica, but are only to he
found in experimental grounds and in botanic gardens.
Two elements are, therefore, needed to make the cultivation
of mangoes, a profitable undertaking. The first thing neces-
sary is a suitable variety of mango-one that has little fibrous
material attached to its seed, one that will carry well and last
a long time, and one which is juicy and possesses that deli-
cious tl1l'pentiny flavor. The second requisite is a company to
push the cultivation, and who will see to its advertisement
and general introduction into the markets of the United
States.
----:0:----
THE JJIA.NUFAC1'URE OF PflPEN. FROJI SUGAR CANE
REFUSE.
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It is not putting the matter too pessimistically to say that
all the experiments for the extermination have thus far bern
failures. Almost every entomologist, horticulturist and prac-
tical orchardist in the country is by this time on rt~i~ord as
haying said that extermination is now out of the question.
It is pel'fedly impossible to clean the insect out of any local-
ity where it has secured a residence, and almost equally im-
possible to clean up even a single orchard where the infeetion
has progressed to any serious extent.
We have been brought face to face with this problem. 'Y(\
have corne to see that the question IH'I'eafter will be that l)f
keeping the insed in check. This will depend not on legisla-
tion nor on the restridion of the nursery business, nor upon
any of the proposed methods of extermination, but upon such
local treatment as the Ol'chardist himself shall be able to give.
\Vhen the San Jose scale once makes its appearance the wholt.~
discussion is at once taken out of the courts. It is removed
from the hands of l1H\ nUl'spr.Y1llall. and is put ahsoluh>ly and
forever into the hands of the orchardist.
sufficient water to dissolve the materials completely during
the boiling process. The mass is boiled by direct steam at a
pressure of 90 lbs. per square inch during four hours, the
"rotary" being in continuous movement. Steam is then blown
off, the contents allowed to drain on a large wire sieve, and
then transferred to the beaters, where they are thoroughly
washed. The pure cellulose is then brought into large tanks,
from which it is fed to the paper machine, first passing
through a "knot-catcher," which retains large pieces and
mechanical impurities. The material is not sized, and rosin
is not added, since the paper is sufficiently strong and writing
paper is not made. The original material appears to contain
some unfermentable substance (pith), which gives to the papel'
in the later stages certain properties which make it similar
to sized paper. The daily output is 24,000 lbs. of brown paper,
suitable for packing purposes. The paper is very strong, and
possesses a fail' resistance to the penetration of water. In a
single season (the summer months) 8,000,000 lbs. of paper arc
obtained from 40,000,000 lbs. of chips. The paper sells at
two cents pel' lb. The material obtained from the soda proc-
ess requires, for bleaching, too much chloride of lime to mak~
the operation profitable. The author has, however, found
that, if the material from the beater be treated with sulphur-
ous acid, the brown decomposition products contained in the
cellulose become soluble. After well washing the mass may
then be bleached snow-white by small quantities of bleaching-
powder and alum. It may then be colored by organic dye-
stuffs 01' by insoluble pigments.-Kuhlow's.
----:0::----
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Southern enteqwise and energy arc not rated vcry highly in
most sedions of this country, and y('t the history of Ameriean
agrieulture will reveal that to the enterprisc of this section,
parti(~ularly Routh Carolina, it owes much, says a Rummer-
ville correspondent of the Chicago Record-Herald.
'rhese reflections follow a visit to the Pinehurst tea gat'dens
at this place, where according to a dedaration of Secretary of
Agriculturc \Vilson, made a few days ago in cabinet meeting,
"the IH'st te:l twcnty-two miles from the spot where the first
grains of ri('e were planted in American soil, forty miles from
the plautation where the finest Sea Island cotton is grown-
the substitute for silk-and in the section where fortunes wert~
made in indigo in the olden days, arc the tea gardens of Dr.
Charles n. Shl'IHlrd. Here fOl' jnst tl'n years he haH WOl'ked
and experimented, groping in the dark very often for the
Three principal methods of orchard treatment have been
suggested. These are, first, the crude petroleum treatment;
second, the oil and water treatment; and third, the lime, salt
and sulphur treatment.
According to the first treatment, crude petroleum is spray-
ed on the trees in winter N early spring, and is fairly effectual
in removing the insects. When properly done under favorable
conditions, the trees are practically rid of every scale. There
seems to be some danger, however, in applying this remedy,
and in certain cases almost disastrous results have been re-
corded. Many trees have been killed by it, while in other
cases no damage at all has occurred.
In the second method, kerosene is mixed with water in a
mixing pump and sprayed on the trees in a 20 or 25 per cent.
solution, during the winter 01' early spring. This is said to be
less dangerous and equally effective. There is some question
however regarding the matter of danger. Some persons have
found trouble with this spray, and some have even said this
was more dangerous than the crude petroleum test. All these
points remain to be settled by wider experience.
'fhe third method which has been suggested is rather ex-
tensively praeticed. It (~onsists in applying during the winter
of 40 lb. pf unslaked lime, 20 lb. of sulphur and 15 lb. of salt,
boiled in (iO gallon of water, and applied hot. This spray is
fully as difficult to handle as those already named, but it h:1S
some advantages of its own as well as some disadvantages.
But it must be said that we have not sufficient light on the
matter of what the lwst treatment is for San Jose scale in the
orchard. Doubtless these various sprays which have been
recommended are practicable and fairly effieient when they
arc properly managed under favorable cil'cumstances.
:0:----
WHit'l' EXPFJRTFI SAY OF' IWUTH CA.ROLINA TEA-DR.
SHEPARD'S GARDENS.
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secrets of the tea growers of the Orient. The difference in
rainfall, the difficulties of labor, and other problems less
serious, but whose solution was requisite for final commel'dal
success have been met and overcome.
'fwenty years ago Congress made an appropriation for an
experiment in tea culture, but the money was injudiciously
expended, and on the report that there was little prospect of
anything of value being accomplished the experiment was
dosed. Recently, recognizing the value of Dr. Shepard\;
work, the Department of Agriculture has given him hearty
support, bearing much of the expense, and making him the de-
partment's special agent.
Experiments were begun on a small scale, and were neces·
sarily expensive. Success has been achieved, the gardens are
now paying a fail' profit, and have not yet reached their full
growth. "Knowledge has been gained," says Dr. Shepard,
"and a path opened, but only to reveal more room for con·
tinued application and study." Experiments have not been
confined to those varieties that promised most remlmeratin~
returns, but other seeds that seemed to l'equil'e different con·
ditions have been given trials, the effort being always to in-
crease the productiveness, as there lies the profit.
These tea gardens in FebrUlu'y, IS!)!), endured conditions
seldom experienced in the South when the mcrcUl'y fell to two
degrees below zero. The gardens had no IH'otedion from tlw
weather, and it was feared they were ruined, but they hav.1.!
now entirely recovered. After the freeze, the bushes wel'e
pruned liberally. Of course this temporarily affeei:ed their
productiveness.
Considering that Americans use so much tea, astonishingly
little is known about it. 'fhe multi-millionaire pays littl(~
more for his tea in America than the poorest laborer; the
difference in price is not more than a half cent a Clip. In the
East the millionai!'e's tea may cost him from 10 to ~ri (~(,Ilts
a cup, and the coolie may get fifteen or twenty ClipS for one
cent. 'fhis is because the tea for the most delicious beverage
of the Ol'ient cannot be transpOl'ted. '1'he tea we pay 7ri cents
to $1 a pound for is delivered at the Chinese POlts for about
15 cents, yet the best tea sells in China at about $50 a pound.
It is not surprising, therefore, that an American tea garden
has already produced and given to Anl('ri(~ans the fin('st tea
ever drank in this country.
Experiments haY<~ l)(l('n made with hoth black and grel~n
teas, the saIlle g:ll'd('n in HOnle CaRl'S furnishing equally g.ood
tea of both variPii('s, thl' ditf<'l'('nce IlPing in th(' manipulation
of the leaf. AR to black t('a, Dr. Rhepard thinkH the "South
FI'azier" garden haH madp a l'('markable Rhowing. It contains
two acres. The hUHheH were planted fonr fed apart and w('re
from seeds procured by United States COlu-HII Fowler, at Ning-
po, China, in 18!)Z, from the ('elebrated garden in the proYill<:e
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of Chekiang. Consul Fowler wrote that the tea was of the
"very best." "Only Chinese can afford to use it; it is too dear
for those in America," added Mr. Fowler. This black tea
would cost in the United States about $12 a pound. The gal'-
den at Pinehmst yielded in 18B4, 85 pounds, two years later,
215 pounds, and last year over 500 pounds. There are few
gardens in China that yield over 200 pounds of dry tea to the
acre.
'fhe "Rose Tea Garden" is a little less than an acre, and
produced last year 1,200 pounds of green leaf makes 300
pounds of standard Pinehmst black tea; for which there is an
established market of $1 a pound.
----:0:----
A QUEENSLAND MOTOR CANE-CUTTER.
In view of the report received from Bundabergto the effect
that a newly-invented cane-cutter had been successfully tried
on the Qunaba plantation, inquiries have been made for l:'Ume
ful'ther particulms. It appears that the inventor is MI'. J. A.
Smith, a young man already well known in the cycling world,
a member of the firm of James Smith &, Sons, of this city. 11
seems that his attention was first attracted to the problem
by seeing in one of om leading foundries a colossal piece of
machinery whieh lay unfinished in an out of the way part of
the yard. The attendant, a fully qualified engineer, in reply
to a word of inquiry from Mr. Smith, explained that this con-
trivance was an abandoned sugar cane llarvester, whicll had
been forsakpn by its patentee for two prime reasons: 1. Un-
due cost of machine. 2. Its unwieldiness. Mr. Smith here-
upon gave it as his opinion tllat owing to the undulating nu-
tme of the cultivMions and the varying heights of the sugar
canes, it would be quite impossible to cut and top the sugar
crops "en masse," after the fashion of a reaper and binder at
work on a field of wheat. He accordingly set to work upon
a. machine of quite a, different type, and has apparently suc-
ceeded. Thus, through sOllle othel' man's plucky though un-
suc('essfu I a ttcmpt, was a tmin of thought set in motion,
wldch has den'loped into a labor-saving appliance which lIlay
yet revolutionize an important industry. 'fhis machine will be
known to the world at lar{.!;e as "'l'he Smith l'l'emiel' Cmw-
cutter and 'l'opper."
'l'he following are some of its claims to merit: 1. The Opl'l'-
ator, who requires no sppeial skill, will not have to stoop to
work the madline, thus his cncrgicR llIay be continued without
any wpa1'ing strain 01' aftpl' effeet. 2. 'rhe maehine will eut
fallen or fltanuing" eanp lwlow the soil, if necessary, thus p1'e-
ypnting- any tenuPlwy towards loss of erop, through tIH! short
cutting' of 14tieks; while the expense of cleaning'. trimming',
:nul hoeing' 1hp stools aft-PI' the eane hafl he('!l 1aken otI will in
a great nH'asure be eliminated from the farmer's clllelllationA,
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ANO'l'HF.II CANF. CU'I"I'EH.-In tlIP report furniHhed by 1>1'.
l\faxwell to the A uHtrian Fpdel'al Goverlllllent in rl'ferpnl'p to
the sugar industl'Y, allusion is made to a nwchani('al devil'('
fol' the cutting of cane, which alluHion has ex(~ilpd lIIu(~h in-
terest amonp; the Queensland sugar growel's. Dr. Maxwell
stated that the authol' of this eontriValI(~eis now in the Ullitetl
States of Ameriea, seekin~ faeilities for the maJdng. 1't'I'[('('t-
iug, and testing of his device. On inquiry we leal'll tllat Ihe
3. The motive power is such as to offer no danger of fire, as
the flying sparks of a steam engine would do. 4. Portability
is one of its special features, as it requires no heavy pal'aphel'-
nalia on the field, being of such proportions as to be easily
operated from a plow-furrow, and drawn by one horse. 5.
Durability, interchangeability, and simplicity. The wtte1's
may be removed and re-sharpened or exchanged on the field
by a novice without having recourse to the workshop. 6. A
rapidly revolving fan throws a forced draught of air right 011
to the workers. 7. Where the electric system is chosen as the
motive power, incandescent lamps or are lights will pel'1I11t
of two or three shifts of men being kept constantly at wOl'k-
thus the mill will be well supplied and have little or no idle
time during the sugar season, as he1'etofore. 8. '1'he machine
may be of the one, two, three, or four cutter variety; or llIay
have cuttiug and topping knives mounted on one carriag'p. :\
model cutter, eleetrically driven of the first type, working one
knife or saw, at a preliminary public trial held at Qunaba
plantation, Bundabergl cut three stools of stand-over {'aIW,
containing twenty-two stick, in ten seconds. 'l'aking the aver-
age weight of each stick as (j pounds, which is within rather
than over the mark, the result gives 151 tons pel' hour, or ~Hij
tons pel' week of sixty hours. Bearing in mind that a heavid'
design of machine would mount a number of cuttel's, and
allowing for two or three shifts of workman per day, trained
to skilfully work the same, the results attained would be pro-
portionately greater. 9. 'fhe topping device aets with }Jred-
sion, and can, be fed by boys. 10. '1'he tops of sugar cane
sticks so treated will be passed on to the "cl'ushers," which
will reduce this vegetation to chaff, and may be gathered up
for ensilage, fodder, etc" or scattered broadcast over the land
as a manure, thus aiding the cultivato1's to improve and en-
rich their property, while the attendant refuse of gathering
the cane harvest under the old method will be a. thing of the
past.
By this means a useless commodity will be tUl'ned into a
mal'ketable al'ticle to balance cost of introducing the machine.
The labol' of plowing in slowly l'otting tops will be over-
come. And besides this, the gl'ubs whidl breed and feed on
those l'efuse tops and then attack the ('ane roots would be
more easily dealt with.-"Queenslander."
"
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gentleman in question is Mr. Herbert Paul, who some months
ago, went to America with a patent which covered certain
ideas he had formed, as a practical man interested in cane-
growing on one of our northern rivers. From information
just received from vVashington, there is every hope that the
object which has so long engaged the serious attention of
sugar growers has been eal'l'ied into effect. 'Ve understand
that the inv<:'ntion ('onsists of two parts, namely, the motive
pow<:'r which is pneumatic, and a suitable machine containing
a cutter, to wlJich a reeiprocating motion is imparted, and
whieh may be operated whilst held in the hand. The leading
pneumatie tool eompany in America very soon produced what
was r<:,garded as a pel'fed apparatus for the motion required,
but the difficulty arose in deeiding the kind of knife, or cutter,
whieh should be attached to it. 1\11'. Puul referred the prob-
lem to Disston's, the well known saw and knife manufactur-
el'S, and a quantity of sugar cane was operated upon for pur-
poses of experiment. A knife, with teeth like a saw, was tried,
and also a eireular saw, but both proY(~d utterly useless for
the wol'1;: to be done. 'rIle reasons for this were: (1) The pow-
el' l'equired to hold the knife against the cane to be cut. (2)
'rIle extra w("ight of the nu\('hine itself for imparting the
rotary motion. (B) '1'he blnnting of the saw by cutting the
cane and eoming in eontact with the earth. (4) 'rhe extra
power reqnired to operate it (the rotary motion). (5) The
skill labor, and time required to sharpen the toothed cutter.
One of the experts who ('onduded the exp<:'riments reporte~:
"The reeiproeating and l'otar,Y (~ntter with teeth saw is a fail-
ure:' 'rhe npsllOt was that, after sev<:'ral trials with the saw
pi'ilH'iple it was dis('arded by the experts as valuel<:,ss. Undpr
these eir('lIIllstanees, the experts and 1\11'. Paul thought out a
form of tool in the shape of a cutter without teeth,having a
re(ojproeating motion of between 500 and 1,000 strokes a min-
utp. This was found to eut the cane at the rate of about two
speonds pel' stiek. '1'he operator simply holds the instrument
in his hand and applies the eutter to the foot of the cane stalk,
('utting ('leanly through the eane and any leaves 01' debris,
level with the ground. It is eonsidered by experts that such
a. cutter leaves the root stalk in a far better condition for
ratooning than is the ease with hand cutting, and there is no
waste of the best part of the eane, as is often found in rapid
or eareless hand cutting. The physic-al labor involved is said
to be vpry sligllt, and the whole of the power is supplied by
ilIP machine, the part l]('ld by the operator weighing not more
than six pounds. An air-eom]Jressing engine of suitable type
will be supplied, ('apable of feeding two pneumatic tools, '30
that two men ean be engaged simultaneously cutting, (or one
('an be ('utting and the other topping ('ane, for one maehine
if< adapted to both opprations, topping to be effected after or
before the cane is on the ground. It is impossible to estimate
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with any accuracy what the saving will be, but it is believed
that with this new combined apparatus, one man will be able
'to cut foul' times as mueh in a given time, as with an or-
dinary cane knife. It is also thought that with skilled labor,
this work will be more acceptable to Europeans, and far less
exhausting than under prt'sent conditions. MI'. Paul has also
devised and, patented an apparatus for conwying the cane
from the field to the trueks on the main tramline, which. it is
estimated, will effect a saving of two-thirds of the labor at
present required for this part of the operation. It need hardly
be added that these devices havE' been proteded by patents.
Mr. Paul hopes to return to Queensland early next month
with his machine pE'rfeeted, and to give a demonstration of its
effects, probably in the cane fields near Bundaberg.-"Bris-
bane Courier."
----:0:'----
Let us eall this thE' Second Chapter. Cane is botanically
classed as a grass. The primary method of grass propaga-
tion is by the roots. Then, too, we know stubblE' cane to be
sweetE'r than plant eane, which the writer believes is caused
by the fad that stubble cane has more time to grow and ma-
ture its juices, for it is already in the ground and established
(rooted) when the plant eane is plaeed in the gl·01llld. Again
the young eanes from stubble roots draw pure mother's milk
from the root, as its juice never having been exposed to air
and sunlight, stays plant food, whereas the sprouts from tlH'
planted eaIH? have to depend on the juice of the mother eane,
whieh juiee has to be converted into plant food 01' mother':3
milk before available. causing a delay of two to six wepks
(heing in eold ground), giving this advantage of time to the
stubble shoots. For, be it understood, it takes all of this time
for the sprouts of planted eane to make roots. when the stub-
ble shoots start out with roots already made, and deriving
first nourishment from the stubble roots where. as explained,
its plant food or mother's milk already exists in an assimila-
ble form.
Now if it be Nature's primary method to propagate eane by
its roots. why not follow Nature's lead and do the same our-
selves. Thereby utilizing what is now rt waste product and a
nuisanee to the fields ('alled stubble clumps. Then. to plant
these stubble ('lumps, the detail would be. "off-bar" the rows.
split with rt middle breaker, load the ('lumps in cal'ts and
dump in field to he plant<>d; here with a hand-axp. 01' heavy
('ane knife, these dumps are separated into smaller pieees fot'
planting.
Of course many e~'es are thus destroyed, hut as these eyes
are so numerous and <'lose together in this part of the can 1',
there will be plenty left. It is a further evidpllce that Nature
intended to propagate from roots, for these eyes are made so
numerous at this point of the cane. Now the cane produced
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from stubble elumps having received the same care and at-
tention that the other cane received, an equal amount of stub-
ble propagated cane and planted should be seleeted. juice
analysed, and comparisons made; the juice from the stubble
propagation should show a higher pel' cent sucrose. By the
planting of this ~ll1e for seed, a type of cane should be pro-
duced having a higher sucrose content in an increasing ratio.
In this connection, the writer, some 15 years ago, having one-
half cut to plant and no seed cane, conceived the idea of filling
out with stubble clumps-this one·half cut was one and one-
half acres. Keeping ('areful aecount of the expense, the total
to plant. disintegrate the stubble, etc., was $12. It would
have cost with cane $4.50 to plant. so the added cost was
$7.50. To offset this was the saving of seed cane. say six tons
at $~.50 pel' ton, $21. So, therefore. $21 less $7.50 gives a clear
gain of $13.50. This part. however, is one of the least merits.
The ('ane from these stubble clml1ps, from start to finish.
showed a vigorous growth. the greatest maturity and a clear,
lwa lihy cane for the mill. . Since then. many others, at the
writ(']"s suggestion. have pursued the plan. and always with
satisfadory r<'Emlis, but. not haying apparatus for analytical
comparison. data cannot be given. It is the pl1l'pose of this
paperto ask some of you sugar planters to take up this idea
and eXl)priment with it. The cost is slight, in reality nothing,
for. while it costs more to plant an a('re in stubble clumps,
you save the value of seed eane. say four tons at $3 equal $12.
it surelv will not cost that much extra. Use no commercial
fel'tiliz~rs. OJ' manure. seled poor land. for nothing should be
done to ('loud the main issue or obscure its results.
There iR another point in this matter of eane culture need·
ing aHpntion. It is fprtilization. In an unholy. vainglorious
and reckless effort to make "tonnage." too many, alas! nearly
all managers, have used fertilizers to an unlimited extent.
They h:1"e drugged the pure cane plant, intoxicated it as it
,,-ere, producing cane of dropsical proportions, with dirty
furze.
'With the broad field of botan~' open to all. why not recog-
nize our mother in Natl1l'e? Fertilize? Certainly! But not
when tlw plant is growing to stimulate its growth as a plant.
Hut fertilize tIle 8~il nrevious to planting. by putting the ele-
mentR needpd in available form. RO when the plant eomes to
g"PJ'mil1ation it finds the eupboard (soil) stored with food ready
for URe. Our best known fertilizer is the common cow pea.
'rhe eow pea. llOwcver. iR a Rummel' plant. Now. after a field
iR planied in eane in Rel1tembcr. the whole fipld SllOUld bl~
Rowed broadcaRt in Yctelws. 'l'heRe vetches are a winter
growth, arc easily killed off in spring and in dying leave much
humus and. as nitrogen storcrR, are the equal of the cow pea.
Then. with deep and thorough preparation, shallow cultiva-
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tion (don't cut cane roots'), a matured cane will be brought
to mill, rich in sucrose, to repay your toiL-La. Planter.
----:0::----
SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,U'., 121 California St., :May 23, 1902.
Em'l'oR PLAN'l'lDltS' MOX'I'HIS. DIMR Sm: Apropos of the
good results obtained on the Ewa Plantation with its irriga-
tion water which contains salt, it may be of interest and
value to recall that it is no uncommon proceeding to use sea-
water as an indirect fertilizer for sugar cane. Not only is
the salt water sometimes placed in the furrows preliminary
to planting, but sea-plants, containing large amounts of salt,
are a most valuable fertilizer for cane. Even raw salt is
admittedly good for cane fields; in some countries those fields
most distant from the sea-shore do better when the furrows
are filled with salt water. In a recent French technical pub-
lication this whole question is quite fully discussed and
numei'ous instances given where most striking results have
been achieved; it is thus not at all a theoretical idea, but a
plain, practical faet not as yet understood however, hence it
is desired that parties "possessing personal information in
this regard" will eommunieate it.
The writer is aware of the reasons assigned for cedain
failures down there but in view of absolutely valuable re-
sults secured elsewhere and considering Ewa's results, is it
uot wOl,th while that.a series offield tests be made in a small
wa.y? Attention is called in the publication in question that
re~mlts may vary aecording to the permeability of the soil,
drainage ('onditions, elimate, ete., and altogether much stress
laid upon the value of securing scientific data b;y actual
trials.
vVhere is thel'e a better place to do the same than in the
Hawaiian Islands'! The writer has not watehed the work of
your experiment station of latc and 11e11('e may be in ignor-
ance that the tests are already being made but in any event,
it will not be amiss to make the suggestion.
'l'hanking you for YOUI' attention, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
Humm'r Dnm.
P. S.-Some recent investigations in Europe re the coloring
matter in raw sugars are of interest to any companies con-
templating refining on the plantation.
----:0::----
\Vest LiYHlHlais. of New Orleans, make a s)lPl'ialty of manll-
facturing filtered press eloths, filter bags, etc, r!'his firlll is
doing a very ('xtensive business in Louisiana, l\lexit'o and the
\Vest Indies, in fad in all sugar prodll1'ing countries. AllY
correspondence direeted to them will )'cceive immediate atten-
tion.
